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FOREWORD
NASA Ames Research Center contracted with DYNATREND INCOR-
PORATED to prepare this Outer Planet Entry Probe Technical Summary,
which presents the results of a four-month review and analysis of
r / prior work on scientific probes to make initial in-situ measure-
ments of the atmospheres of Jupiter, Saturn (including Titan), _>,
Uranus, and Neptune to a pressure depth of about 10 bars. The
objective of this study was to review and assess a number of other
studies done in the last five years by several aerospace contrac-
tors; and to summarize and consolidate their results highlighting:
; (I)_ the design of a common entry probe for outer
planet missions
i
, _ (2) the significant trades related to the development
of a con_non probe design
(3) the impact of bus selection on probe design
(4) the impact of probe requirements on bus modifi-
• cat ions
,_ _ (5) the key technology elements recommended for
_ advanced development
A draft of this report was made available to attendees of the Outer
_ Planet Probe Technology Workshop at NASA Ames Research Center,
. Moffett Field, California on May 21-23, 1974. This document in-
i corporates comments of the participants.
: _ NASA and several industrial concerns under contract to NASA
_ have performed studies of missions to the outer planets over the
J
"__ _ past several years. The major studies concerned with outer planet
_" . probe missions which provide the basis for this report were done by
Martin-Marietta Corporation, McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics Company,
and the Systems Division of Avco Corporation.
Study efforts have concentrated on Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus !
* with relatively little effort addressing missions to Neptune or I.
!
Titan. The studies have generally considered bus spacecraft and |
entry probes with total weight in the 400 to 825 kg range. The
"_ bus options considered have been limited to the spin-stabilized
ii
_' _" Ill ! IIIIII I I i
L l ,
!t
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Pioneer F/G and the 3-_xis stabilized Mariner J-S spacecraft
as modified to support an entry probe. Selected missions for
the studies covered launch dates in the late 1970's and early
1980's using expendable launch vehicles in the Titan III/Centaur
class and later missions using the Space Shuttle.
This summary document represents a review and coalescence of
the results of studies done by NASA and a number of aerospace con- _
tractors. In addition, technical material from numerous other \
related documents (listed in the bibliography in Section 8.0) has
been used. Some new material has been incorporated from both the _•
, Outer Planet Probe Technology Workshop* and the MJU '79 studies**
performed jointly by JPL/NASA ARC during the past year. Informa-
tion and data in the forms of tables, graphs, cutaway sketches, etc., _ -
have also been utilized from the reference documents. In some cases
these have been used directly, and in other instances the curves or
sketches were redrawn to extract only the information pertinent to '/
the discussion contained herein. During the same time period of
this study, the Martin-Marietta Corporation under contract to the
NASA Ames Research Center was conducting a study to define a common
Pioneer Saturn/Uranus probe using designs based on "existing" hard-
4
ware from the Pioneer Venus (PV) program and to assess the effect
of modifications to the PV hardware to make this equipment com-
patible and suitable to the Saturn and Uranus mission objectives.
Information from that study (Reference 12) was made available
during the preparation of this re_t. Subsequently, similar in- _
formation has become available from Hughes Aircraft Corporation
from their Pioneer Venus design (Reference 14). We have attempted
_. to include the results of these studies in appropriate paragraphs
• _ herein. The basis of these studies, using PV hardware designs,
_'" was a departure from the other outer planet probe studies and the
,_ .... conclusions are felt to be noteworthy. Section 6.0 presents a
_ _ summary of the PV probe adapted/designed to PS/U missions. _o
: * Proceedings in preparation _"
•* Publication in process
•'_ iii
} 1 "
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The body of the report includes a concise summary of the I
conclusions reached in this study (Section 2.0). A descriptive
summary of the s_gle probe design which has been evolved from
this study (Section 3.0) and the major trades which are embodied
Iin that design (Section 4.0 - Probe, and Section 5.0 - Bus) are
'r also included. Section 6.0 presents a summary of a Pioneer Saturn/
Uranus probe based upon Pioneer Venus designs. Section 7.0 pre- . _
sents our recommendations for advanced development work which
would greatly assist in preparing for the development of an outer
planet probe.
Appendix A represents a compendium of technical data con-
• tained in a number of studies used as source material for this
Technical Summary.
i
i
':' /'! _,.' . _'_-_,
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1.0 INTRODUCTION '_
The outer planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and _"
Pluto with their satellites are of significant scientific inter- _'
est. The question of solar system formation and evolution, and
. of mass and angular momentum interchanges between the expanding
atmosphere of the sun and the galaxy can be addressed by explora- °_
tion of the outer region of the solar system. In the context of
planetary formation, knowledge at one planet or satellite can be
related to that gathered at each of the other bodies in the solar
system to contribute to an understanding of the origin and evolu-
tion of the solar system.
An important element of the study of the outer planets is the
_ examination of the planetary atmospheres. Direct measurement of
the composition, structure and dynamics of the planetary atmospheres
will contribute greatly to an understanding of the early history of
'I
'_ the solar system and the evolution of the Earth's atmosphere. Titan
is known to have a significant atmosphere with a high concentration
_ of r_thane_ it is a l_,kely place for simple organic compounds to
• evo Ire.
__ The outer planet probe is one link in the exploration of the
_i atmospheres of the outer Planets. In-situ measurements Of the cOm-
position and structure of these atmospheres can be carried on by
i relatively simple experiments on the probe during atmospheric entry
._.:_. !£!!: and descent to about the 10-bar pressure altitude.
_!_ Selection of the science experiments to be carried on theprobe must consider:
_L_ o the scientific return from the measurement
_ " " o the state of development of the instrument
,. _, _: o the potentially severe entry environment :
'o ? i o the long-term deep space transit to reach the ,_ _
outer planets _.
: '_ o the limited communication capability from the / _.'!.
_:_ outer planets to Earth _
_w
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)In a number of previous studies of planetary entry probes,
three basic concepts of probe science, and resulting probe weight
and complexity, have evolved. The lightest probes (30-50 kg) have
been designed to study atmospheric structure. The science payloads
of these would conta._n temperature, pressure and acceleration in-
I struments. The next _arger class of entry probe (100-150 kg) is
designed to examine both the structure and elementary composition P_
of the atmosphere. For the outer planets, clouds are an important
aspect of composition and would come under scrutiny. The largest
probe concepts which have been considered (at weights >200 kg)
generally descend deeper (t_ the surface in the case of Viking ,_
and Pioneer Venus), include _Jre-entry science, detailed composi-
• tion experiments, radiation balance experiments and even specific
life detection instrumentation. In this study, we have selected
a payload to provide structure and composition data compatible
with the overall probe weights considered in the source studies.
The next section of this report contains the conclusions
reached in this study and presents a summary of the baseline Outer
_ _ w Planet Probe Design.
I
Iil
1 i "
k_
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2.0 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY DESIGN
2.1 Conclusions
\
Several studies have been completed on probe design for _'_
• outer planet entry missions, and despite some differences in
design approach, this comparative analysis and evaluation of _ _
these prior projects has resulted in several significant conclu-
sions which can be drawn:
(I) Entry Probe missions to the outer planets are
feasible with launches planned to begin in the 1979-1980 time
frame.
• :_
(2) A common probe design can be developed for entry into
the atmospheres of the outer planets of Saturn (including Titan), _
Uranus and probably Neptune. Jupiter entry mission requirements
could perhaps be included in a "common" probe design; however, the
weight penalty associated with Jupiter entry would pace and dir-
_4 ect the probe development.
(3) The basic technology for the "common" probe design
_ exists and has been demonstrated with the possible exception of
a heat shield material which can survive the outer planet entry
heating. Several approaches have been recommended including
the use of reflective materials. Evaluation and demonstration of
these approaches awaits the development of a test facility which _
adequately simulates the heating and chemical environment to be
experienced during outer planet entry.
':_ (4) A common probe for missions to each of the outer planets
except Jupiter (and perhaps Pluto which was not included in the study)
J_ _ can be designed within a weight limit of 113 kg (250 ib) including a
_ 20% weight contingency. Inclusion of shallow entry angle (<I0 °) '
_ Jupiter mission requirements would increase the required probe weight
_ _ • tO about 160 kg (352 Ib). No planetary quarantine provisions are
'_'" included. : .-_
'_'! (5) Both Pioneer class (spin stabilized) and Mariner class ,_
, , _ (3-axis stabilized) spacecraft have been considered as the probe
7 bus for the outer planet missions. The Pioneer class bus with
I 'l '
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probe can be launched to any of the outer planets by a Titan IIIE/
Centaur/TE 364-4 launch vehicle The Mariner class bus can use
the iame launch vehicle for Jupiter and for selected Saturn, Titan !
,P_ and Uranus missions using Jupiter swingby. For direct Saturn mis- '
sions, or for those to Uranus via Saturn, the Mariner clasg bus
will require uprated launch vehicle capability, solar electric _
propulsion, significant weight saving modification, or other launch
opportunities. It may also be possible to configure a 3-axis sta-
bilized probe-bus from other space qualified hardware. However,
considering existing spacecraft and the selected launch opportuni-
ties, direct flights to Saturn in the near term are more attractive
using the Pioneer spin-stabilized probe bus.
(6) From the standpoint of probe delivery, the 3-axis sta-
bilized Mariner class bus provides some performance advantages
over the spin-stabilized Pioneer class bus. Most notable among
•_ _ these are: (I) an improved probe-bus communication relay link de-
sign since the 3-axis stable platform permits the use of a higher
,_ain bus receiving antenna for a higher performance communications
_ 1 nk; (2) optical navigation capability resulting in very flexible
_i.:i_ and accurate targeting for control and knowledge of probe delivery
to the entry corridor, and (3) capability to deliver the probe at
!;_ _ili.' *, zero angle of attack.
' _ (7) Because of reliability and weight considerations, the: _ _*_,- baseline prob design is non-staged, i.e. no parachutes or other
' ,_*,<_ drag/stability augmentation devices and the entry heat shield is
....:__,__;_ retai _.-_d, during atmospheric descent. The altitude-time profile
_.•_E_,' / for Saturn and Uranus (and probably Neptune and Titan)* with an
, ; • _ unstaged probe permits good reconstruction of the atmosphere with
_. .... the selected instruments and their sampling rates.
•%" I
_"....... _ The descent time from entry to the 10-bar pressure altitude |
:,,. _ ,] may be too short in the Jovian cool dense model atmosphere to re- I:
• '* _- sult in a good altitude profile of atmospheric constituents. In- ,_
• : • strument operation is expected to continue for some time to lower _
.....,_ _: * Analysis of these entry/descent profiles has not been conducted _ :
_ _ " , tO the detail necessary to insure suitabil_ ty of th_ non-staged _
-_"' des ign. . ..
_ "
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!altitudes than the 10-bar design limit, but this model atmosphere
would still "design" the common probe. Analysis of date £ _,,,
Pioneer i0 has provided information which tends to dimi_ _h the
J,
"v _ variability of the Jovian model atmospheres. The common probe
' design should now be reviewed for application to Jupiter missions.
(8) Several key technology items are discussed in Section 7. _ _
Each of the a.-eas discussed is recommended for further work to
advance probe development.
2.2 Summmr_ of Baseline Spacecraft Design
The baseline probe is an 89.0 cm (35-in.) diameter 60-degree
half-angle blunt cone weighing 113 kg (250 ib). The probe carries
five scientific instruments, an accelerometer triad; a pressure -
sensor; a temperature sensor; a 0-40 AMU neutral mass spectrometer;
and a nephelometer. The probe enters and descends through the plane-
__ tary atmosphere without the use of drag augmentation or stabiliza- i
tion devices. Data taken by the probe during entry and subsequent
descent to a nominal 10-bar pressure altitude are transmitted at
_' 44 bits per second back o the flyby bus. The bus supports the
_ __j; probe mission from launch and in addition carries its own flyby
science to examine the planet from a periapsis altitude of 50,000
_i ii to 80,000 kilometers dependi-_ upon the target planet. The space-
craft (bus and probe) is launched on a Titan IIIE/Centaur/TE 364-4
__, • launch vehicle.
_i!__! In the systems Studies which form the basis for this report,
probe configuration was almost universally a 60-degree half-angle
• ._'_ _ ......_ blunt cone.* This entry shape has been selected for most outer
_" . _":i_ ._ planet entry missions as the best compromise between drag coefficient,
2/" "';i"'_iiI,.- ,_ aerodynamic stability, aerodynamic heating including the convective- I
;_ _-_'_- radiative heating balance for Jovian entry, packaging science inte-
_!i_ gratlon, mass p_:operties, and integration with the bus and launcil ......
vehicle. The diameter was selected as the largest s_ze probe which Hi ,,A._Et
: - integrates well onto the Pioneer bus and lies within the injected |_ _
• + , _i;,. W "..'.,_
_, weight capability of the Titan IlIE/Centaur/TE 364-4 launch vehicle -,
• _'_ for the spectrum of outer planet missions.
;_
" * (See Sectic:,5.0, however)
• --5--
['.1
t "
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The principal scientific objectives for early missions to
make In-situ measurements within the upper reaches of the outer J
planet atmospheres ares I
o atmospheric structure
_f-- 0 atmospheric constituents
•
o cloud structure and constituents
o planetary radiation balance
o atmospheric dynamics
Mini-p_-obes such as the Pioneer Venus Small Probes satisfy
the first objective - atmospheric structure - through deceleration,
temperature and pressure-altitude profile measurements. The probe
contemplated for the early outer planet entry missions is an inter-
mediate size probe with slightly more ambitious objectives. The
addition of a 0-40_.MU neutral mass spectrometer can return data on
expected major o_nstltuents of the outer planet atmospheres. In /
_ addlticn, the nephelometer returns basic information on cloud
structure, and with the neutral mass spectrometer, on c_oud _on-
stltuents. Further extension of the science payload car ,asily
"_'_ be achieved without increasing the probe s :.zeand weig, • _nd
....'_ I that which can be integrated into the Pioneer bus for " ._by a
?_._I __i.i Titan IIIE/Centaur Class launch vehicle. The instrumen.._ which,
_ represent the next logical extension of the science payload also
- _. pose pacing integration problems within the probe and are not at
_""" _--' the same stage of development as are those of the selected payload.
,_=. _-_
" "_i_ The decision to retain the same aerodynamic configuration
_-__::_ throughout entry and descent rather than stage the entry configu-
rou,=ou.oo,.=.r..o. v oe.e.oen
-_ /_:_, niflcantly reduces the complexity of the probe design and flight
.;_,_/- _ profile and increases the probability of a successful probe entry/
,. _;_;: descent mission. The non-staged entry probe cannot tailor the ....
_':. :,_- _.i descent time-altitude profile as optimally as can be accomplished - *'_
by probe staging, however, adequate descent time for all scientific -_' ._,z._
/ ;_ ._ ; measuremanta is assured, with the possible exception of probe de ....
..
"''t'_ \I 2.1(7)). "I
I ; \
t'
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HThe spin-stabilized Pioneer spacecraft was selected as the
baseline probe bus because it provides a lower cost and weight
probe mission option. The 3-axis stabilized Mariner spacecraft
., provides a superior platform from which to support the probe.
However, the Mariner probe mission improvements and superior flyby
lcience capability are offset by the attendant increases in cost _
and weight.
'/
J
'_, -7- _
t,1 , 1,
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3.0 BASELINE DESIGN
The baseline spacecraft is premised upon fulfilling all the *_
Science Objectives of Chapter 2 for entry into the atmosphere of _'
r _ Saturn (including Titan), Uranus _nd Neptune to a depth of at
least 10 bars. The design options and trades to include Jupiter ',_
entry are included in Section 4.6. The design presented has been
selected as the simplest operational concert within the state-of-
the-art. Where options exist which cannot be resolved entirely
on technical grounds, the baseline spacecraft design represents
the option which is most demanding of the probe with the alterna-
tives discussed in Chapters 4 or 5. The baseline bus is the. spin
i
stabilized Pioneer F/G class spacecraft and the system would be
t
, launched by the Titan IIIE/Centaur/TE 364-4.
Briefly described, the baseline probe configuration consists _,
of a spherically blunted conical forebody and a hemispherical after- 7
__ body. The forebody is a 60-degree half anqie cone with a 22.9 cm
(9-inch) nose radius and an 89 cm (35-inch) base diameter. The
;_ t tal probe weight is 113.4 k (250 Ib), including a 20% weight
_S_ I contingency resulting in a ballistic coefficient of 121.76 kg/m 2
?i_ , (0.776 slug/ft2). The in-board profile of the seline probe is
shown in Figure 3-1 and Table 3-1 presents a weight summary. Fig-
/_. "_ ure 3-2 _onceptually presents the probe/bus mounting.', !_/_ The baseline probe will accommodate a science payload consist-
_% ]i. ing of five instruments shown in Table 3-2, and this payload has
_;_I been selecte_ to provide basic information characterizing the plane-
, _ tary atmosphere with an instrumentation complement which provides ,
; :: _ple measurement redundancy in the event of any single instrument
_'_ ; failure. Table 3-3 presents the primary measurement objectives.
/:_ A pictorial sequence of events for the spacecraft, bus and ,_
probe is shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. During its interplanetary i _
trajectory, the spacecraft is targeted to the probe entry point, _ ....B _ , ',
•: _5_/_ and mi_course trajectory corrections are applied as required to
]974024]78-0]4

t¢P f
Table 3-2 BaselineSciencePayload
WEIGHT VOLUME PWRJ_ f INSTRUMENT TYPE RANGE
/ kg Ib cm3 in3 (watts)
Pressure Sensor Capacitive 0.01 (o 20 bar 0.2 0,44 181 11.1 1.2 AVG _
Temperature Sensor Resistance 40 to 500°K 0,36 0.77 65 3.95 1.0 AVG
Wire
Acceieromater Triad Force 0.01 to 1000 GE long. 0,3 0.66 101 6.2 8.2 PEAK
. Rebalance +10 GE lat. 2.0 AVG
Neutral Mats Quadropole 1 - 40 AMU 6.4 14.1 7246 442 11.0 AVG
Spectrometer
Nephelometer Light - 0.5 1.1 427 26 1.2 PEAK
Backscatter 1.0 AVG
: TOTALS 7.76 17.1 8020 490 16.2 AVG _ "_
- Table3-3 ScientificMeasurementObjectives J
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVE PRESS. TEIVP ACC, NMS NEPH.
_ Atmospheric Density X X z_ X
Atmospheric Temperature X Zl X X
Atmospheric Pressure zl X X X
Atmospheric Constituents X X zl X
Cloud Location/Structure X X X X z_
Cloud Composition X X X A X
Atmospheric Turbulence X X X X
LI Direct Measurement
X Related Measurement _.__..
\
-_.,_.
'_ . :_ ,_ -:tO-
N
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SATURN ' _
87 ORBIT
88 _.
!'
83
N
URANUS
ORBIT
URANUS AT ARRIVAL
12 NOVEMBER 1N7
.*' Figure 3-sa. Saturn/Uranus Miuion Profile
' _'_ _ ,
• , -11-
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maintain the entry coordinates and entry time within design !
limits. The probe is released from the spinning spacecraft
approximately 25 to 30 million kilometers from the planet and
the bus is then retargeted to overfly the probe during probe
J!,_ entry. (The best communication geometry is generally obtained .:
•when the bus is directly over the probe at the end of the probe
mission.) The Pioneer bus retargeting maneuver must be accom-
plished without losing spacecraft communications lock with Earth.
This requires the deflection maneuver to be made in two separate 1
thrusting operations, one along the Earth line (spacecraft axis) _.
and one normal to the Earth line.
During the post separation coast phase, the probe is essen-
tially dormant except for the entry timer which is initiated prior
to separation. During this long coast the battery remains very
cold and thus essentially remains at its full charge. The entry ,/
timer activates probe subsystems nominally 40 minutes (+ 5 minutes)
before entry. At this time a pyrotechnic gas generator activates
_ he battery by fo cing the electrolyte from a reservoir into th
cells. The battery heater, programmer, accelerometers, engineer-
ing instruments, and transmitter oscillators are also activated.
_!_, After 30 minutes, the battery heater is deactivated; the battery
-__- temperature having increased enough to allow the battery to sup-
port the remaining load.
;_i_ i During entry, from first indication of deceleration (-0.0004G E)
until-2G E descending, 3-axis acceleration data are stored in a
_'._,_,,'<_ solid state memory for subsequent playback during descent. The
._, _-_,_ other science instruments are activated at-2G E (descending) and ,
;_ _:_"_' I remain activated throughout the mission. Typical sample intervals,
': _' I quantization levels and the resulting data rates during entry and
I
;_,;, I descent are shown in Table 3-4 ......
/ "_ "_ ,o[,I Concepts for the inlet design for the pressure sensor and _'_'_"_neutral mass spectrometer, the temperature sensor deployment mechan- _ "
,
'_,_I ism, and the nephelometer installation are shown in Figures 3-5 thru
:.' _'5_._ | 3-7. Detail design of the integration of these instruments should
....if .... .................,
....... _.,-, ..._......-..-_.....---_.,1_._-_.._&l I [I_ ._, .... _ I_ I I,
1
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Table 3-4 Data Rate Requirements
SAMPLE INTERVAL Word Sample DATA RATE
(sec) Length Length (bitslsec)
DATA TYPE Entry Descent (bits) (words) Entry Descent
Pressure -- 50 I0 I 0.2
Temperature -- 50 10 1 0.2 ' _'
Acceleration
Lon_tudinal 0.2 50 10 1 50 0.2 f
Lateral (Each Axis) 0.2 50 7,10 ° 1 70 0.2 :
Neutral Mass - 405 9 63 _ -- 14
Spectrometer
Nephelometer -- 20 10 4 -- 2 ;
6 3
Engineering end 0.2 Various 6 1 30 2 / /
} _#_ Calibration
Homekeeping ...... 30 3.12
Total Entry Data Rate [_
'- Entry Data Playback 22
_ ' _ " Total Descent Data Rate []
"7 during entry, 10 during descent ]
,;,r
'"_ -15- "
=. -- __ ,_., ,,r_. _m,m_°_..-._-r_--_-<m_w._ _-,_ _ , -_- ,_, ..........
t "t
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be based upon development projects as reco_uended in Section 7
of this report. !
The communications sub-system on the probe is required to
transmit s_ience and engineering data to the spacecraft bus for
r relay to Earth continuously from entry throughout the remainder of
the mission. The subsystem operates at a carrier frequency of 400 . _
B"
MHz tO reduce atmospheric losses and to gain best advantage from
the low gain receiving antenna on the spinning spacecraft. The
chacacteristics of the communications subsystem are shown in Table 3-5. 1
Table _6 Communicatiom Sub6y_em Characterinics *'_
TransmitterPower 40 watts
ProbeAntennaGain 7.0 dBon axis
ProbeAntennabeamwidth 66° axiwmmetric "_
But AntennaGain 3,8 dB peak
BusAntennabeamwidth 50° Torroidal
(65° off rollaxis)
Communicationsrange 120,000km '/
Bit rate 44 bits/second
The transmitter crystal operates for 40 minutes prior to
entry to stabilize the carrier frequency and at the termination of
entry (-2G E descending) the power amplifier is activated and data
transmission begins. Science and engineering data, interleaved
with the playback of stored entry data, are transmitted continu-
ously until the probe subsystems cease operation at some altitude
__!__ below the 10-bar pressure level, or until the bus passes from view.
_, : The pro e uses a microstrip antenna with a pe k on-axis gain of
:_.J _ 7.0 dB. The measured pattern is broad with a 66-degree 3 dB beam-
_" _ width The pattern falls off gradually beyond 66 degrees and the
_ _:_" 100-degree beamwidth gain is still above isotropic (+0.6 dB).
; :-, __, _ The recelving antenna on the Pioneer bus is a loop vee antenna I£_i_,}_
; _ with a preset beam center (Ii0 ° off roll axis) and a 50-degree 3 dB '_
_, ' , beamwidth and a peak gain of 3.8 dB. _,_
_:•_ ;_,_ -17- _,"_
.g ,
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A 44 bit per second data rate is transmitted at 40 watts ! ,
using FSK modulation with a rate 1/2 Viterbi code.
The major probe subsystems are poveered by a 28-volt 239
watt-hour remotely activated silver zinc battery packaged with '_.
.p_ its auto-activatlon mechanism in a toroidal shape to al] ow pack-
/
within the probe for the most favorable forward c.g. loca- _ _aging
tion. The probe timer, main battery activation, and ordnance
functions are powered by two 6-volt 12-watthour nickel cadmium
bootstrap batteries, activated during manufacture, and with a
storage capacity far exceeding that required for the timer and
ordnance functions (0.12 watt hours). The batteries will support
the ordnance firing current requirement, i
,
The energy requirements of the probe subsystems are listed
in Table 3-6.
TobM 3-6 Equipment Power/Enerw RequiremenU _Y
'r_ .
,_ UNIT
POWER TIME ENERGY
EQUIPMENT (WATTS) (MIN.) (WATT-HOURS)
ENTRY DETECTION:
." X-DAY CLOCKS (2) 140 x 10-6 51,420 0.24
_: _i . DATAHANDLINGSU_SYS,E, 10.0 ,45 240
_°_ , _. _" TRANSMITTER-OSC/MOD 1.0 145 2.4
!_ POWER AMPLIFIER 89 100 148.0• • ' SCIENCE: ECTROMETER11o 11o ,oo
-"=._. .... _ _._' GETTER PUMP HEATER 30.0 10 5.0 •
• _ _.__,_ ORDNANCE RELAYS (16) 3.0 0.001 0.05
_ _!] ACCELEROMETER2.0 ,45 48
,_,._ ,.;_ PR ESSURE GAG E 1.2 100 2.0
.... _" _:_:__] TEMPERATURE GAGE 1.0 100 1.7
,._, _'_:_, _.: NEPHELOMETER 2.0 100 3.3
-_ '_ _ j" HEATER 1.0 10 0.17
i_ _' _,_,:_ :. ORDNANCE RELAYS (14) 3.0 0.001 0.04
._!!_ _ BATTERY HEATER 30 30 15.0 _
_..,:_ _ ,_ ,-_j;; EQUIPMENT ENERGY 227.0 I _i._,
'_'" __"_ _ i_" DISTRIBUTION LOSSES (5%) 11.0 r""_ ':e
:. : "_: TOTAL ENERGY REOUIRED 238.0 '
_ ,,r-_,"_ -18-
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I"_ The data handling subsystem provides proqramminq, and power
switching for electrical power control and distribution. The data _
handling system contains the probe timers and the initiation relays.
•_ Commands from the bus, the probe timers and/or inertia switches ,.
" I _ activate the initiation relays. Battery power is distributed dir-
•,i
ectly to the user equipment and any regulation or conversion is
done within the user equipment.
The resulting power profile is shown in Figure 3-8. :
• 300
._ --SCIENCE DEPLOYMENT I3 EVENTSI
--MASS SPECTROMETER SAMPLING
• i
)
TRANSMITTER
m /.- MAIN _ATTERY (POWER AMPLIFIERI
TIVATION
100
_ /_-- GETTER PUMP _
A _ HEATERo
T "% ° 5 _.
,+_ _1_ _ SCIENCE _
,_* : MAIN ,_
BATTERY
"_i • ;"'* ___'_.._, X-DAY '_'_'i t.IEATER ._"/-- ENTRY DE TECTION_,,._ TRAN.IT R i
"  TAH,NOU,GE,.YSTE.
_'" _ ,_._ r_.___.. _'4-_DAY_ +-EkqNUTES iNOMINAL) -_{_ looMINUTES (MINIMUM|---.--,_-t,.
_ . _%,_ PRE-IENTRY ENTRY
_ SEPARATION ACTIVATION 10.01 GE I
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_--"_:_'_.... '_ r,gu.":-'r-3-8. Power Profile :
_1 < "_.T_}_,_ Pyrotechnic devices are used on the probe to initiate opera- .: _1_
• .. ;_ ,],_-_:* ,,,.'
• ,_:,* _'_- tional sequences. These devices are corsidered Category g ord- _ '-"$
_._g_ nance in terms of the ETR safety requirements. The bridgewires
', ' ' _/ '...h_"__ i,, ,
_ '_:_'* , are of 1-ampere, 1-watt, no fire design. Two positive actions ,_ -_
,. _' _
/
! "
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{ are necessary to initiate the pyrotechnic. The ordnance func- I%
Lions which must be safed and initiated are listed in Table 3-7.
TaMe 3-70rdnmlce Functions
POWER INITIATOR /
p # DEVICE SOURCE OTY/
l URANUS DECISION (PYRO RELAY) SPACECRAFT 2 a%Jk
INITIATE PROBE (PYRO RELAY) SPACECRAFT 2 , _r:
SEVER UMBILICAL CABLE SPACECRAFT 2
SEPARATION PINS (3I SPACECRAFT 6
INITIATE BA1TERY PROBE 2
OPEN NEPHELOMETER PORT HOLE PROBE 2
DEPLOY TEMPERATURE PROBE PROBE 2
DEPLOY MASSSPECTROMETERTUBE PROBE 2
MASSSPECTROMETER:
OPEN SAMPLING TUBE 1 PROBE 1
CLOSESAMPLING TUBE 1 PROBE 2 ..
OPEN SAMPLING TUBE 2 PROBE 1
CLOSE SAMPLING TUBE 2 PROBE 2
OPEN SAMPLING TUBE 3 PROBE 1
CLOSE SAMPLING TUBE 3 PROBE 2 ./
__i OPEN SAMPLING TUBE 4 PROBE t
CLOSESAMPLING TUBE 4 PROBE 2
OPENSAMPLING TUBE 5 PROBE 1
_;_ _ CLOSE SAMPLINGTUBE 5 PROBE 2
' i OPENSAMPLING TUBE 6 PROBE 1
t
i_ All are initiated by Single Bridgewire Apollo Standard ]nitiators
_; with the power to activate supplied directly from the bootstrapt'
, _.k_"_'a_'_'_ batter ies.
_ The entry environment encountered at the outer planets varies
_. " .... with missio_ design atmospheric model. The design requirements
c-;-",_ necessary to accommodate the planets considered are:
; ," >_9:'; Jupiter Jupiter
_.,,_\;_. entry loads 750G E 400G E
i_._-_,_ -'_' entry peak dynamic pressure 1.0 MN/m 2 0.5 MN/m 2
;;;_ ';_I entry peak heating rate 295 MW/m 2 193 MW/m 2 _0
;:.'"..J_.._'J.. .. .:,;: entry maxim= integrated 613 MW-sec/m 2 1250 _4W-sec/m2 ,.;_,_.
g
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The probe forebody structure .3 a honeycomb sandwic" ,ero- 1
shell consisting of a flherqlass outer face sheet, a fiberalass
honeycomb core and an aluminum inner face _heet with four inte- "i
grally machined rings. The four internal stiffening rings help
! react the circumferential loads, distribute concentrated inertial _
" loads, and provide equipment mounting surfaces. The afterbody
structure is an all-fiberglass honeycomb dome transparent to radio
transmisslon.
The heat shield is dense carbon phenolic-1448 kg/m 3 (90 ib/
ft 3), bonded directly to the forebody fibergla_s face sheet. The
inner section of the structural heat shlel_ is hollowed out to
, reduce density -579 kg/m 3, (36 ib/ft 3) and ther_nal conductivity. _ _.
The afterbody heat shield is rf transparent elastomeric -322 kg/
m3, 120 Ib/ft 31.
The probe is subjected to extremes in *he external environment .i
from near absolute zero during interplanetary flight to ti_e atmos-
,_ ph_ric heating during the short entry phase. The thermal control
system must withstand these extremes and maintain an acceptable _
_. thermal environment for the probe subsystems. The non-operating
and operating temperature requirements of the equipment are shown
in Table 3-8.
Table 3-8 EquipmentTemperatureRequirmnents
NON-OPERATING OPERATING
TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE
ITEM LIMITS(OF) LIMITS(OF)
DATAHANDLING -40 to 160 -40to 160
TRANSMITTER -40 to 160 -40to 10¢
MASSSPECTROMETER -65to 2o0 -20to 160 J
TEMPERATUREGAG_ -65to 250 -65 to200
PRESSUREGAGE -65to 250 -65 to200
ACCELEROMETER -66to 250 -40 to 160
NEPHELOMETER -4Eto 160 -20 to 160 ._ _,. __
MAIN _ BATTERY -40 to 80 49 to 145 ' ,_
NtCd 9ATTERY -40 to 32 -20 to 100 • ', "'_' •
-21- . - . ._.. %
i
............_ _ .............' "_"-_Y'_ _r_'._ --=:--"°4"-_-
!,
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{ The thermal control subsystem consists of a multi-layer
insulation blanket surrounding the probe until it burns off
during entry, 4-one watt radioisotope heater units within the
, .;
/ _ equipment compartme-t, surface coatings on the probe-spacecraft
adapter section and electrical heaters powered by the spacecraft
: while the probe remains attached during interplanetary fllght, d
The thermal control subsystem is shown schematically in Figure
3-9.
FIBERGLASS _ ,'--.._SI L JCONE
ABLATOR
HIGH CONDUCTANCE
JOINTS (3)
.T:-,.-,
_"_- POWDER FILLED
' L
\ MULTILAYER INSULATION
L- BLANKET - GOLDIZED MYLAR
'5 WITH DACRON NETS
Figure 3-9. Thermal Control System
J
4.0 PROBE SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM TRADES
This section discusses the major probe system and subsystem
trades and the basis for selecting the baseline design of Section
7 3. The reference system studies which provide the source ma-
• J terial fur this document each present self-consistent probe sys-
tem and subsystem design concepts. There are, however, both _
major and minor differences between these concepts. It is not
the intent of this summary to present the trades which have led
L
to design choices made in common in all of the reference studies ,
unless they are of major importance to the probe design. These I_ "
trades are well documented in the references. It is rather the _
intent of this Section 4 summary to assemble the key data on major
probe trades between different approaches taken in the reference _
studies. As stated in the Foreword, information from the Refer- _
ence 12 and 14 studies became available subsequent to this one. _i
Most of the results of those studies do not impact the selected
__ baseline probe configuration; however, their basis (use of Pioneer _'_
Venus equipment for a Pioneer Saturn/Uranus mission) established i
_ _ ' designs from different requirements. The configuration resulting
'i'_ from these is summarized in Section 6 herein.
__i 4.1 Mission Parameters
The scientific objectives of the Outer Planet Entry Probe
mission are to explore the atmospheres of Jupiter, Saturn, Titan,
_, , Uranus and Neptune to:
_:o_._ (i) Determine the structure and composition of the atmos-
_ pheres to a depth of at least i0 bars, and
,_ _ (2) Determine the altitude and composition of any clouds
-?'.'_-_'; which may be present _'
:'_",,::_" Several mission opportunities have been examined, however the
_ _','_g_ Saturn 1979, Saturn-Uranus 1980, and the Jupiter-Uranu,"-Neptune 1979
. :_} opportunities are considered typical. The Saturn Mission opportuni- _
• :' _-_ ties can also provide for Titan encounter. The multiple planet mis- "/,_:_ ....
: _ sions are designed to allow the option of a probe mission at any -_i_4_
• _-
of the intermediate planets or by using the swingby mode, extending _-_..i'_
the probe mission to the most distant planet. The baseline probe _
"__ -23- _;", , "
! !' i _
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(Chapter 3) is designed to accommodate entry into the atmosphere "
of any of the five planets of interest (except Jupiter*) without
change in t_.e probe hardware, i
The matrix of missions examined is drawn from the literature.
jr _ These missions and the principal characteristics of each are shown ir
in Table 4-i. 0
F-
4.2 Probe System Configuration Trades
The major requirement which dictates the probe configuration
is the acquisition and transmission of data about the planetary
atmospheres. The probe must complete the entry phase above the
altitude at which measurements begin and must transmit the data
taken down to a pressure altitude of _t least i0 bars before the _,
bus has paased from view. The major configuration parameters
which must be selected include: entry shape, ballistic coeffi-
_ cient, entry/descent staging (if required), and multi-planet con- ./
__ figurations._ The mode], atmospheres used for this investigation are given in
_: il./_ the literature** and shown graphically in Figure 4-I. Except for
the Titan models, they have been used extensively to study outer
planet entry. The principal constituents of the model atmospheres
are molecular hydrogen, helium, water, methane, neon, ammonia,
and possibly nitrogen ITitan). Three models (cool dense, nominal
and warm extended) are given for each planet. For Titan, two
models Idry adiabatic lapse rate, and wet adiabatic lapse rate)
are given.


i1
'_'" ! stability throughout the flight regime, efficient packaging vol- }
ume, and minimizes the required heat shield weight. Figure 4-2
shows the heat shield mass fraction (relative to total probe entry
weight) as a function of cone half-angle for different entry angles
(the cturves on the figure happen to be for the planet Jupiter, but ",_!"_
the shapes are believed typical for entry into Saturn and Uranus).
'r _ Increasing the half angle significantly above 60 ° increases the ,:
radiative heating component over much of the probe forebody without ',_ _
significantly increasing the drag coefficient (and thus not reduc-
ing total heating input).
O,i_
o.s _ e,,,.'
,.' 0.4
_---o.,_'E'_"
rb = 0.80 m
0.1 m_ - 250 kg _/"
'88"- 15 atm
, _ 50 S2 54 56 50 6O
COmE,._F ANm.r-.0c, ,.,
Figure 4-2. Variation of Heat Shield Mass
Fraction with Cone Half Angle i
A comparison of the cold w_,tl entry conditions as a func-
tion of the planet considered, probe shape, atmospheric model, entry
angle and ballistic coefficient is shown in Tables 4-2, 4-3, & 4-4.
The reference shapes considered are shown in Figure 4-3.
•-+, _ , %111 o.+ .,q+ll ,i ...ii =l
Figure 4-3. Entry Probe Forebody Configurations Evaluated in Study
im
,' / ' "+ ' _._+h.+. ++
_++++',='+++_.... . ,+.+++....... ,,,.+_+_/'++'+.+"_+" .'_ :+ + . . ._ + .+++,
*t 2,
i
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rTaMe 4-4 Effect of Shape on the Cold Wall Entry Environment
...... H_atmg Pulse
Entry BalliStic Entry Maximum Mlx=mun. (kw4ec/cm =)
Caw _ Atmos. Angle Coef. '4Mocity Preuum Heat Rate
1 (Dell) (g/era=) V E (km/sec) P (arm) q (kw/cm =) Total Cony. Rod. _= Jtk
q. o4: Clr " _
Stl_lnlltiOn Point, Saturn Entries
25 C2 Cold-Oe_e -15 14.0 32.0 I 6.855 14.9 104.9 61.5 43.3
26 C2 Cold-Oente -40 14.0 32.0 16.94 39_ 98.4 39.3 59.1
27 Blunt Nominal -18 16J3 32.0 4.96 3.33 78.5 57.2 J 21.3
29 Blunt Narnirmi -40 15J3 32.0 12.25 14.75 66.9 38.6 ", 28.3
30 Blunt Cold-Orate -18 16.8 32.0 7.73 21_ 138.1 52.9 85.1
31 Blunt Cotd-Oeme -40 16J] 32.0 19.09 60.2 141.7 33.7 108.1
32 C2 Nominni -16 14.0 32.0 4.38 5.4 79.0 69.5 9.53
34 C2 Nominal -40 14.0 _ 32.0 10.87 10_2 58.5 44.8 13.6
StagnatiOn Point, Uranus Entries
64 ID_nt N4mlinal -40 15JB 28.2 7.37 2.78 25.1 24.6 0.4 _,
67 Blunt Cold-Oeme -40 16JB 26.2 17.1 64.2 131.0 24.7 106.3
71 C2 Nominal --25 14.0 25,2 4_02 2.54 34_ 34.6 0.13
72 C2 Nominal -50 14.0 25.2 7.777 3.50 26.5 26.3 0.18
Body Pooition R " 0.634 RB, Saturn Entries
22_? C2 Cold.Oente -40 14.0 I 32.0 15.05 44.9 126.6 78.8 47.7Blunt N minal -15 5J3 i . 4_ 7.47 02.0 87.6 14.5 ' /
31 Blunt Co_,-L _ --40 15.8 32.0 18.14 61.4 160.3 73.1 87.2
32 C2 Nominal -15 14.0 32.0 3J35 7.79 105_ 100.2 5.61
Body Position R = 0.634 R8, Uranus Entr;et
64 Blunt Nominal -40 15.9 J 215.2 6.97 8.34 49.0 48,9 0.16
67 Blunt Co4d-Oeme -40 15.9 25_ 16.3 63.7 138.9 503 88.3
71 C2 Nominal -25 t4.0 25.2 3.77 4.79 56.9 56.8 0.03
72 C2 Nominal --60 14.0 25.2 6.93 7.78 5_ q 50.7 0.04
_,,_ .... '., _,.._'_;_.;_.
....... . , -,.---_-,._,., ,:,_-._,-. -.--.,- .......
.,,,,_--,,_ ...........=._,!,v_,_,_K_'_','_ _._,. ,..._-e-,--,?-,_ -q _/ . .._
_ _,'_r_ "-Z" _ _-'_:' ,'ar,r_.,_'_r.:_.":__,_.'ro -,..
, ,
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Figure 4-4 indicates a few of the afterbody configurations which
have been studied. The most effective configuration appears to be
the full diameter spherical section afterbody with its center of
curvature at the vehicle center of gravity, however, additional
ballistic range tests and wind tunnel validations are needed to
t p_ verify charactqristics. The forces resulting from fluctuating
afterbody pressure all act through the centroid producing no net A_
destabilizing moment. This configuration has a hypersonic zero
! 'o
FULL DIAMETER SMALL SPHERICAL TRUNCATED CONE
SPHERICAL SECTION SECTION
Figure 4-4. Afterbody Configuration i
angle of attack drag coefficient of 1.34 reducing to 0.92 at sub-
sonic velocities. Balllstic range testing has been conducted for
this shape over the transonic and subsonic flight regimes. The
aerodynamic coefficients derived from this test program were
used to evaluate the stability of the probe in a six-degree of
freedom dynamic analysis. A typical entry into the Saturn nominal
atmosphere with an initial angle of attack of 12.6 degrees and a
_ spin rate of 5 revolutions per minute is shown in Figure 4-5 and 4-6.
Id T , , ,
SATURN NOMINAL ENTRY
-_ VI - ]l.?lk14 KM_EC; 71 = -_0 °
i MAXIMUM OF
\ ,t I o,c,_,T,o__----
\ /_ TRANSONIC PULSE \
I I [ o..<_<1.21 \
10 _0 3O 40 N 10 N 100
, , _'_ ' "_- _,,"_-':_ TIME FIIOM 1_ KM, IlCfJNOt
i-__ _ Figure 4-6. Motion Anslysi,
r"
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7_ | SATURN - NOMINAL
,! ,ooQk _,ua.', "-_'-[-]-- ..... -]---- ! i
OI- 0 _
10 %'0 SO 40 50 _ 70 80 O0 100 ,_
• T,.e F_o. ,oooKU,SeCONOS
Figure 4-6. Motion Analysis _ :.
The probe ballistic coefficient must be selected to satisfy a
set of potentially conflicting requirements. The ballistic coef-
r_ ficient must be low enough to complete the entry phase above the _
highest altitude of interest so that post entry measurements can
;,,_ begin, and it must be high enough to descend through the atmosphere _
:-_ _ I and transmit all data taken to at least the 10-bar pressure alti-
--_ I_'_ ' tude level while the flyby bus is still overhead. In most studies,
_i_4_ -, _ - these conflicting requirements are satisfied by staging the entry
_ :"' "',11 probe, thereby providing a different ballistic coefficient for
"L_-'_._:ml_ m_::ii the entry, post entry, and sometimes, the descent mission phases
;_:!_ as shown in Figure 4-7. The design conditions which constrain the
__>_ ballistic coefficient have been selected somewhat differently in
_ ":' :_ various studies. For staged entry probes, the criterion for para-
:__':'_II pressure altitude. For non-staged entry probes, the criterion for ,
"_:_I initiating measurements has typically been taken as -2G_a descend-
_[_<,_ _ Ing above the tropopause 1-0.7 to -3G E was used). These criteria
..... .+_..._,., :._ are most severe when aoplied to entry through the cool dense atmos-
.? ...... phere models and are listed in Table 4-5. The entry into the Jovian
,, - COO1 dense atmosphere presents the most severe constraint on the
• .. _' ballistic coefficient as shown in Figure 4-8.
i i i ill
UTflY PO_r ENTRY NT "
Fllpn4-7.StepEntryProbe
IMIiI.IN! JUl_Tlla -_
;! Dill. OOLDDINll '_
A_|R| ,:
N _
i '_i-_ 1110mi
s _
]
m m _,
IALLWIr_ O0111FIClINT"_l"
x
" Fiium4al.En_ imoell Jov_CoolDlnllAt_lpllm
The criterion for ball£st£c coefficient during the atmospheric
descent phase is established by the co_aunications geometry for re-
laying data froa the probe to Ea-_h via the flyby bus. The _onau-
nications geometry requires the t,yby bus to be directly over the
entry probe at the end of the probe mission (transm£ssfon of data
obtained down to at least the 10 bar pressure altitude). For un-
staged probes, this descent time is determined by the configuration
which more nearly satisfies both the entry and descent criteria for
data gathering. Staged entry probes on the other hand accept the
different ballistic coefficient criteria at the expense of weight
and complexity.
"" "9
' _ -33- "
_L,,.&._.....
! ;!li r
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_no_her major factor influencing the selection of balli_tic
coefficient results from packaging constraints. The 60 ° half angle
blunt cone aeroshell shape is limited to an 89 cm (35 in) diameter
by the Pioneer bus and within this diameter, the pr,be equipment
must be packaged to produce a resultant probe center of gravity as
_r/ far forward as possible for good aerodynamic stability during entry
and descont. In addition, the inertial moments ratio Iroll/IpI Y •
must be _1.2 for good dynamic stability during the long autonomous
probe coast from separation to entry. These packaging constraints
tend to limit the ballistic coefficient to less than 150 kg/m 2
(0.96 slug/ft 2) . _-
, The trade between staged and non-staged probes is summarized
in Table 4-6. The staged probe provides two, or in some cases
% three, different values of the ballistic coefficient during entry
and descent to better tailor the time-altitude profile.
*_ TaMe 4-6 Ma.ior St_li_ Trades /
UNSTAGEDENTRY STAGEDENTRY
• Stl_ng complir.atmdesign • Betteraccommodatesconflicting
parachutedeployment84 ballisticcoefficientrequirements
hat dlietdjettison"questionable • Exposesamplinginletsafterentry
reli_ility • Uncoverscommunicationsantenna
• Lighterweight--16 kg
• SSowerckm_ntrote_tormore
• AModtetlprOll_l_Secluif:ment sciencedata
duringdmoent
The lighter weight and significantly improved reliability of
the non-staged entry probe are sufficiently attractive to prompt
design efforts to overcome the mitigating factors. The descent time
for non-staged entry into each of the planets is adequate for sci-
ence data collectlon (with the possible exception o£ the Jupiter
cool dense model atmosphere).
t
T _
''_1_ - 34-
.q
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iSubsystem design considerations in the un-staged configu-
ration must also be concerned with the atmospheric sampling and _ '
data return. Designs have been proposed for the science sampling
inlets and more work is recommended as discussed in Section 7 of _
this report. The conunicatio_8 system degradation which results
r_ from the use of a radome over the antenna is slight at 400 MHz./
Detail _esign efforts should be continued with the objective of .
the use of the non-staged entry probe as represented by the base-
llne design.
The study reported in Reference 12 resulted in a probe con-
figuration which may be a reasonable compromise of weight/reliability/
instrument design factors; namely a depl_yable probe nose cap
, which exposes the necessary atmospheric instrument inlets after
the entry phase is completed.
In summary, the baseline probe design has been selected for
its relative simplicity, conenonality of subsystems, and nearer
term availability for missions to the majority of the outer planets ./
_. of interest. Inclusion of the constraining Jupiter entry/descent
requirements causes such significant design, development and space-
!_ craft bus integration complexities that a "coMnon" probe beco_.s a
"_ _ Jovian probe to be used for other planetary missions. On the other
hand, with the selected baseline probe design, first order science
investigations can be accomplished at most of the outer planets --
Saturn (and Titan}, Uranus, and Neptune. Second order investigations
of these planets would dictate the next level of probe evolution
(size, payload, bus, etc.). At that juncture, in both complexity
and development status, the "common" probe design could conceivably
include the Jovian requirements.
4.3 Experiment Selection and Integration
As stated in the Introduction to this report, the selection
of the science experiments to be carried on the first generation j _ ....
outer planet atmospheric probe must consider: ,**,_ _
1974024178-042
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o scientific return from the measurement _
• o state of development of the instrument _ /
o severity of the entry environment
o long-term deep space transit
o limited communication capability from the outer planets _
! to Earth
Many candidate instruments (Table 4-7) were examined in select-
Ing the payload for the probe. The selected i:_struments are
Td3b 4-7 r_nclkllm _ Imtrunmms
PRE-ENTRY ENTRY DESCENT
L4mgmuirP obe * AccelerometerT iad * Acc_erometerT iad _'
IonRetardingPotentialAnalyzer " TemperatureGauge e'_
NeutralParticleRetardingPotentialAnalyzer * PressureGauge
ionMassSl_¢ttometer " NeutralMassSpectrometer
• Nephelommr
SolarRadiometer(UV) -,t
CloudParticleSizeAnalyzer
BetaScatter
: UV Photometer
-/ ThermalRadiometer(R)
__ GasChromatographSe!K'tadIm_ts
_.i_:_':% similar or identical to those being developed for the Pioneer Venus
_:__'_" probe mission, they satisfy the instrument selectS.on criteria stated
._- J above, and provide answers to the first order questions about the
,_i_'__., " structure and composition of the atmospheres of the outer planets.
:_i'_: _,_ Although desirable no pre-entry instruments were inc: uded in the
_.,.,_ selected payload since the integration and operational difficulties
,_,_,_; presented by pre-entry measurements exceeds their rel_tive scientific
__ value on small entry probes. The extension of probe science capa-
:_:_._-:_ bility to include radlotaetric measurements (through th__ use of the;,;}_
_.. ...._ :_._--_ solar radiometer) has been examined in some detail This instrument
,,_:#r'_: was not selected for the probe ocience payload larqely because it
o,_,,_,_,,_/ implies a mission requirement for dayside entry, a difficult require-
, ,;,_+,,. _ ment to meet for most of the missions under consideration.
:o_o_:_ Special integration requirements for the selected payload are _.
_ :_ _:o_ relatively minimal. One of the instruments the temperature gage,
,_:-_._i_i_ must be deployed into the flow stream after entry and three of the
t
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the nephelometer must have access through a port or window to
/
monitor atmospheric aerosols;and the total pressure sensor and the
neutral mass spectrometer must be ported to the ambient atmosphere.
The accelerometer triad must be mounted at the probe center of
gravity and accurately aligned with the probe axes.
:'/, 4.4 Con_unications Subsystem Trades
The design of the communications subsystem is dominated by _9
the communications link geometry, and the choice of bus (i.e.._-axis
stabilized or spin-stabilized). The communications link geometry
can be modified by mission design to fall within the requirements of
Table 4-8, for each of the missions contemplated, e_
n
Table 4-8 Communications Geometry
PIONEER MARINER
Mix. Communications
Rangeat Entry 120,000km 125,000km
Max. Communications
Rangeat E,_dof Mission 105,000km 80.000 km
Max. ProbeLook Angle 60 deg 90 deg
Max. BusLookAngJe
_ Excursion 45 d_9 40 deg
Max/ Range 251_20 km/_c 25/ km/secMin te -20 '
Max/ Range m/sec2 8/ lm/sec' _ Min Acceleration 8/-1 -
DateRate 44 bttsT,ec 44 bits/_c
Some mission designs in the reference literature exceed these require-
ments, however, each of these missions had some peculiar requirement
dictating its selection.
The communications geometry is established by the series of probe
and bus maneuvers which take place at the time of probe separation
from the bus; and for most missions these are programmed to occur be- r-• " ;:i"
_,,_- .'" : tween I0 and 30 million kilometers before planetary encounter. The I_,_-_
_ '_!i" choice between probe maneuvers, bus maneuvers or a combination of _::
_ _ _...._ _ - I both is predicated upon planetary quarantine philosophy, dispersion
!
:_':_'_* sensitivity, ease of implementation, and operational constraints. _
_:_3_ _:_.
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In the baseline mission, the spacecraft is targeted for the _
probe entry point; and after prcbe release, the bus is retargeted _
to fly by the planet at the desired periapsis altitude. In addi-
tion, the bus approach velocity is _educed slightly to place the
bus directly _ver the probe at the end of the probe mission (nomin-
_/_ ally I0 bars atmospheric pressure).
Bus selection governs the type of relay link receiving antenna
which can be used. The 3-axis stabilized bus could use a fixed an-
tenna (which could be a dish at L-band) with a gain of 10-12dB, with- _ -
out requiring it to be moveable. Alternatives to this include a ;++_
shaped beam, with the antenna still fixed, to take advantage of the
narrow range of look angles to be covered and a somewhat higher gain
antenna that could be pr, grammed to follow the expected probe track.
The spinning bus, however, must use either a despun antenna of simi-
lar gain and beamwidth or a fairly low gain antenna with an axisym-
++_ . metric pattern. It is not feasible to integrate a despun antenna
into the Pioneer class bus without significant size, weight and cost
impact. An axisymmetric antenna with a peak gain of about 3.8 dB,+
(50 ° half power beamwidth aimed at a look angle of 65 ° referenced
to the forward roll axis) will accommodate the range of look angles
anticipated for all the missions.
+ Regardless of the choice of receivin_ antenna, lowering the
carrier frequency increases the received signal power if the antenna
beamwidth is limited only by geometrical uncertainties and not by
aperture size.
The three axis stabilized bus can use either UHF (_400MHz) or
• higher frequencies. However, there are performance advantages for +
higher frequencies, and a moderate gain antenna; the frequency is
then limited to about L-band t_860 MHz) by antenna size limitations. +.
For an axisymmetric antenna on the spin stabilized bus, a 400 MHz i_ _
frequency was chosen because of the size limitation on the probe
_, antenna. The other factors influencing the choice of relay link
-39- + +_
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operating frequency such as atmospheric attenuation, ionospheric I
loss depending on peak electron density (e/cc), and power amplifier
efficiency, result in a total effect of less than 1.5 dB over the I
range of frequencies 400 MHz to 1.0 GHz, as shown in Figures 4-11,
4-12, and 4-13. The use of a toroidal antenna also results in a
7/ lower effective antenna noise temperature. The planet noise, which
is large at low frequencies, has little effect on the antenna noise
temperature of a toroidal antenna; but it completely determines the
antenna noise temperature of a narrow beam antenna directed at the
planet. The effective antenna noise temperature at Saturn of each
antenna type over the frequency range of interest is _hown in _
Figure 4-14.
• ti "
Ik\-ik,2°itO
.......,_, I_, I_ I % I
0.1 0.4 1.0 2.3
FREQUENCY - GHz
I=il.,re 4-11. Ionmplwic Low onSetum andUranus
SATURN URANUS J
0.1 ' - _
• IS BELOW THE
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_*" FflEOUENC_ - GHz
Figure 4-13. GenericTransmitter Characteristics ,,
I I I I I
NARROW BEAM ANTENNA ,,_
ANTENNA a- 40°
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
FREQUENCY GHz
Figure4-14. EffectiveAntennaNoiseTemperaturevsFrequency
forOuterPlanetBusAntennasatSaturn
• -42_
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IThe two primary modulation techniques considered are PSK-PM
and FSK. A comparison was made of the performance of a phase _S&
p-
tracking receiver for PSK-PM modulation with equal carrier and ._
data power against an AFC receiver with a BT = 2 tracking FSK ,
modulation. The PSK-PM modulation was shown to have a 2.8 dB '_
advantage under Gaussian noise channel conditions. However, an
analytical comparison cannot be made under the assumption of a
fading channel and, if an AFC receiver for FSK can be built with
a BT m i, the performance of FSK system under the idealized Gaus-
sian noise conditions would match that for PSK-PM. The fading
effects for the Saturn/Uranus atmospheric turbulence model are not
expected to cause loss of lock in a PSK-PM receiver; and the fad-
ing effects should be even less on an AFC receiver for FSK. Since '/
the turbulence model for Saturn/Uranus is of necessity very tenu-
ous, the FSK system has been selected for the baseline mission. A
detailed FSK receiver design was developed (Reference 4) and is
currently being studied under fading channel conditions via com-
puter simulation.
The choice of coding scheme has been narrowed to a choice
between long- and short-constraint-length convolutional codes.
Only convolutional codes have been considered since the code gen-
eration on the probe is the easiest to implement and theoretical _:
and experimental data to date show them to yield the best per-
iormance. The decision between long- or short-constraint-length
codes is not easily made. The long convolutional codes (25-40
bits) require sequential decoding, whereas the short convolutional
codes (less than or equal to 10 bits) can be decoded via a maximum
liklihood Viterbi decoder. Under Gaussian noise statistics, the j_
sequential decoding yields higher performance than the Viterbi ._..,_, ....
. , ) ._
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decodlngl however, since it uses a much longer tree length, it
has a larger data loss if a block of data has a burst of errors.
Thus, it is postulated that Viterbi decoding is less sensitive
to slow fades than sequential decoding. The baseline design
7# uses hard decision Viterbl decoding, but the selection of code
/
type should be made by comparing performance of each under slmu-
lated fading conditions.
Decoding performance can be enhanced by 1.2 to 1.4 dB if a
soft (8 level) decision variable rather than a hard (2 level) de-
cision variable is used. Using soft decisions, a larger number of
encoded data symbols must be handled -- three times as many for
• !1 S-level soft decisions. Thus the data to be transmitted from the
i bus to the Earth must be tripled and if a real time relay of the i
data cannot be relied upon, the bus storage required would be i
tripled. The baseline mission of about I-1/2 hours (shorter at
_ _ Jupiter and Titan) at 44 bits required 475 kilobits of storage
for a rate 1/2 hard decision decoder and 1.4 megabits of storage
for a soft decision decoder. If the larger storage requirement
• can be accommodated, the performance advantage will improve the
llnk margin.
Table 4-9 shows a conBunIcations link design for a spin-sta-
bilized bus at 400 MHz and a 3-axis stabilized bus at 860 MHz,
each using BT - 2 FSK modulation with a rate 1/2 hard decision
(K - i0) Vitarbl code.

i
t
(
'=: ! 4.5 Probe Power Subsystem Trades _i
Several electrical power and energy sources have been exten-
sively studied for use in probe missions to the outer planets. 4'
The principal requirements which the system must meet are:
o up to ll-year deep space storage (Neptune mission)
7
• o launch and entry environment (750GE)
o unattended operation . .
F _
O up tO 35-day oporation at 280 microwatts d
o total energy - 239 watthours
o peak power - 120 watts
Batteries remain the most attractive power source f¢_ outer _
e_
planet missions compared to the cost and weight of Radio Isotope
" Thermoelectric Generators (RTG's), and the inadequate solar flux i
at the outer planets for consideration of solar arrays.
In the battery selection both nickel-cadmium and silver-
zinc were evaluated; the former offering many charge-discharge cycles
over a long life in exchange for weight penalties (22 watt hours _ /
per kg); and the latter providing savings in volume and weight
(97 watt hours per k_ in exchange for a single discharge cycle on the
I
probe mission. Because of the long cruise life requirement, the
silver zinc batteries are not activated until forty minutes (+ 5 I
minutes) prior to entry and this activation is accomplished by sig-
nal from the data handling subsystem*s entry timer. The lifetime
of current silver zinc battery cells is limited by the organic
separator material. Although long-life cells using inorgan%c ma-
terials are under developmen% batteries using these cells will
not have completed life tests at the time the probe design is
co_itted for 1979 - 1980 launches. Auto-activated batteries are
manufactured, assembled and flown in the dry charged state with the b
electrolyte stored in a reservoir separated from the cell by a
frangible diaphragm. Prior to entry the battery is activated by
forcing the electrolyte from the reservoir into the cells under _ .
pressure from a pyrotechnic gas generator. Battery lifetime of 5 _ % ._._--,
to 10 hours can be realized before the battery self discharges along :_'__;
:_4
the electrolyte wetted surface of the fill manifold. The 5 to 10- :_
hour life is more than adequate for high power operation during I_'_-_ :%'_entry and descent.
-46- _ - _.,. i_
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After separation from the bus, the probe is in an autonomous
cruise, low power phase for up to 35 days during which the entry
timer (280 m/crowatts, 0.24 watthour total) is powered by the wet
chug. nickel cadmlum battery. This secondary (bootstrap) bat-
jPl tery is small in weight and volume and its size is determined by
m
| its requirement to also provide actuation current (5 amperes)
to the main battery pyrotechnic auto-actlvation device described _
above.
4.6 Aeroshell Structure and Heat Shield Trades \_ -
This section briefly describes the structure and heat pro-
• tection system considerations and trade-offs associated with
outer planet entry probe missions. The discussion is divided
_ inuo two parts• First, the considerations associated with a if: "
common Saturn/Uranus/Neptune aero_n_il design are presented.
Second, the changes to the aeroshell design required for Jupiter
entry are discussed. It should be reiterated that t_e high entry _ /
velocities associated with outer planet probe missions result in _
large heating loads (especially for Jupiter entry), dynamic _res- _
sure loads and deceleration loads. Consequently, the probe aero- _
shell represents a substantial fraction of the total probe entry
weight and care must be taken to optimize it_ design. This is a
particularly difficult task for the heat shield design, since
relatlvely little is known about the behavior of materials sub-
Jected to the combined effects of high convective and radiative
heating and shear forces. A strong need exists for v_e develop-
ment of a test facility to adequately simulate the heating en- #,
vironment to be experienced during outer planet entry.
For comparative purposes, Table 4-10 presents several impor-
tant entry conditions associated with entry into Jupiter, Saturn,
(and Titan), Uranus and Neptune. The results of Table 4-10 apply
to a 60" half angle blunted cone configuration with a ballistic •i,_ '_ ......
coefficient of about 125 kg/m2." Maximum dynamic pressures, _
G-loadings and heat transfer rates are encountered during steep • _\_
-47- • _" '
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!U ! entry into the cold Uranus model atmosphere; whereas maximum
integrated heating is encountered during shallow entry into the i ,
ncLtnal Jupiter model atmosphere, (the Jupiter cold model atmos- !
phere appears very improbable after the Pioneer 10 data has been {
evaluated). These values are very sensitive to the atmospheric
i_dels used which should be further refined as outer planet ex-j,
/ ploration progresses.
•
Table 4-10 Outm' ManetEntry Conditions
Jul_tm'* Saturn Titan Uranus Neptune i
Entry Velocity (kin/sac) Wto61 36 to 38 5to12 22 to 25 25zo 28 ,_
Entry An_ (dql) --6 to -10 -15 to -40 -60 -30 to -50 -20 to -30
• 30 En._ry_ Dispersion(de9)*" 0.§ 9to 1 15 15 to 7 -
Max. Entry Inefllal Loads (GE) 400 760 36 750 300
Max.PeakOynamlcPmmre
(MN/mz) 0.50 0.91 0.17 1.0 0.5
Max.PeakHutln9Rate
(MW/m "j) 193 120 11 295 68 est.
Max.Int_gn,mdNe_l_
-- (MW_ec/m:) 1260 613 216 390 375 'I
__ "Post Pioneer 10 Minion_'_ _. _ "'Upper bounds - could be imwoved by useof Of)tied navigation (e.g., Uranus• 16°)
4.6. I Saturn/Uranus/Neptune Entry
For this set of entry missions the aeroshell structure is
designed to accommodate Uranus entry which results in the most
severe dynamic pressure and deceleration loading environment.
The heat shield design is governed by the warm Saturn and cool
Uranus entry environments which result in the most severe heat-
ing conditions. _,_
P |
_eroshell Structure - Haximuu dynamic pressure and deceleration i}
loads occur for the steep entries into the cool Uranus atmos- t!
pherlc model (see Table 4-I0). Peak dynamic pressure is about .[,
1,006000 N/ (125 psi) and maximum deceleration loads are about : ....
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750 GE. The aeroshell is designed to resist the external aero- j_
dynamic pressure agaln_t buckling. Structural design concepts
which have been considered for the aeroshell include semi-_.ono-
toque and ring stiffened honeycomb construction. Although it is
possible to consider advance_ materials (e.g. boron or graphite
'P7_ relnfcrced _mposites) _he studl,ms have mainly focussed on con-
ventional materiels such as aluminum, titanium and fiberglass
core honeycomb with fiberglass and aluminum face sheets.
Figure 4-15 shows parametrically, aluminum and titanium acre-
shell structure weights as a function of design pressure for dlf- ;
ferent aeroshell diameters. The information 18 presented for
aemi-monocoque construction, but comparable weights can be
' , achieved with honeycomb construction using fiberglass core and !
fiberglass and aluminum face sheets. Maximum design pressures _i
for Saturn/Uranus entries are of the order of 1.4 MN/m 2 (200 psi) i
including load safety factors resulting in aerom_ell structural
weights of about 8.5 to 11.5 kg (20-25 Ibs) for reasonable aero- _
shell diameters.
As can be seen from Figure 4-15, for moderate design pressures
and aeroshell diameters, aluminum has a small weight advantage
over titanium. However, titanium aeroshell structure weights are 1
less sensitive to increased design pressures (particularly for the
lar,_er aeroshell diameters). Consequently. the use of titanium
6ase8 the problems associated with designing a common aeroshell _
structure for both Jupiter entry and Saturn/Uranus/Neptune entry, i
In addition, titanium has better structural properties at ele- i
vated temperatures and its use frequently results in lower total |
heat shield/structure weight since the aeroshell can sustain high-
er heat shield back face temperatures. In those cases where de- J
tailed temperature-tlme histories indicate that an aluminum /
set,hell structure Is feasible, weight savings of around a kilo jzIgram can be achieved compared to titanium. -'....
Ring stlffoned honeycon_-type construction is an attractivu _
alternative to Jeml-monocoque construction. The use of a fiberglass
,_
:g
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- ,_.-'. Figure 4-15. Aorosholl Structure Weights
_.,) core inhibits heat flow into the interior of the probe. The
: _.,._ outboard face sheet can also be fiber91ass to allow operation at
-2
elevated heat shield back face temperatures while the inboard
face sheet can be aluminum. This also allows the inboard face
sheet to be machined integrally with the stiffener rings.
-50-
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iiiAeroshell Heat Shield - The bulk of the heat shield analyses per-
formed in the various studies are derived from the pioneering work
of M.E. Tauber at NASA/ARC (refs 17 and 18). For Saturn/Uranus/ _',
Neptune entry this work has focussed on deriving heat shield mass
fractions for probes in the weight class of 100-250 kg with both
blunt body (RN/R B = 2)and conical configurations (60 ° half angle). ,:/,_
r _ , , _ Figure 4-16 shows the peak/] heating rates for both con- . JASATURN
• as. Is ,,m /_.4. /[_
p"
,6 mE-100k, / _ figurations for Saturn entry,
-- BLUNTBODY / _ _ as a function of entry angle,
_ 12 t the stagnation point as
//j_/_._/_/_/__ well as the shoulder of the
=s s aeroshell. The thin shock
4 layer associated with the
conical shape results in _._
. I , much lower radiative heating ,
0 -3G -60 -90
_,Edq (and hence lower total heat- i
'I Figure4-16.Peak HeatingRat_ During ing) at steep entry angles.Saturn Entry The blunt body experiences '_/
significantly low_ " heating
0.32 , , only for shallow _..tzy angles.
__ A comparison of graphitic
"! _ heat shield mass fractions
mH 0.24
_"_" l "_'_ for Saturn entry is shown inFigure 4-17. Although some-0.16
/85- 15arm_i'i_. what lower mass fractions are _:
mE=10Okg 4 obtained for the blunt body,
_ 0.0$- --BLUNTBODY | the difference at steep entry
_._:['_;_g I ---CONE_I II angles is small. Further- _'i,. /., O -30 -60 -90 lore, as discussed below the •
71E,deg conical configuration is much _
more compatible with Jupiter
Figure4-17.SaturnEntryHeatShield entry conditions (where
MassFractions
* 85% H 2 - 15% He
-51-
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theblunt bodies encounter enormous radiative heat loads). In
addition, descent aerodynamic stability and packaging considera-
tions favor blunted conical configurations, which, consequently,
are generally selected for outer planet entry.
The heating environment associated with nominal atmosphere
v y-- Neptune and Uranus entry is milder than for Saturn, resulting in
lower heat shield mass fractions (See Figure 4-18). Consequently, , _?
the probe heat shield is usually designed by the Saturn entry
environment.*
0._ , i ....
88.1S_m
0.4 mE_ @,4
0.3
0.2
0.1 _ _ URANUS
, | I
0 -30 -60 -90
,_, _ ')"r"des
}._ Figure 4-18. Comparison of Heat Shild MassFractions
: _ _-'_ for Entry into the Outer Planets
_i_;_."- Several different ablator/insulation heat shields have been
" considered in the studies, namely, ATJ Graphite/low density carbon
_-'_ .... *; felt insulator, carbon phenolic/hollowed carbon phenolic, quartz/
F, '._ ,, _._ hard compacted fiber insulation (HCF) carbon phenolic/HCF and
"- : "._'_ Teflon/HCF. The quartz and Teflon approaches represent reflect-
" _ _ ive heat shields 4esigned to reflect the shock layer radiation and
thus minimize heat input to the heat shield. Table 4-11 presents
' *' Maximum heating rates are encountered during entry into the I
COO1 Uranus atmosp_-e-{e, but maximum integrated heating occurs _ ......
_-;* ' during entry into the warm Saturn atmosphere, i ._
. _ ; I ' "
-.52-
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Table 4-11 Heat Shield Candidates
REFLECTOR
INSULATION.. T i
AItLATOR CARBON PHENOLIC CARBON PHENOLIC CARBON PHENOLI'. I ATJ GRAPHITE
t
' /I RE LECTOR TEFLON OUARTZiNSULATION HOLLOWED HONEYCOMB REIN HARDENED COMPACT HCF HCF LOW DENSITY
CARBON PHENOLIC FGRCED LOW CON ED FtSERS _HCFb ; CARRON FELT
STRUCTURAL ADEQUATE ADEQUATE ADEQUATE FOR ADEQUATE i ADEOUATE ADEQUATE F
PERFORMANCE PHCF " 35 PCF /)HCF : 15 PCF i PHCr 15 PCF
[AVAILABLEMATERIAL YES YES EXTRAPOLATED EXTRAPOLATED EXTRAPOLAT EXTRAPOLATEDPROPERTIES HCF ! TEFLON QUARTZ GRAPHITEm
the various heat shield/insuZation candidates. All heat shields
appear to be feasible concepts but the carbon and graphite based
' ablator designs have, at present, less design uncertainties asso-
ciated with them than the reflective heat shield designs. In
addition, for the non-Jupiter entries, the radiative heating
component is less of a problem. '/
Fabrication confidence favors the use of the first two heatshield candidates shown in Table 4-11. The first candidate con-
sists of carbon phenolic where ablation performance is provided• by the dense, homogenous carbon phenolic (outer portion of the
":_,_ _i heat shield) while insulation performance is provided by mechan-
" ically hollowing out the inner portion of the carbon phenolic
,ij*_ and filling it with carbon fiber insulation. The amount of hol-
_;"_ lowing out is determined by the heat shield strength required to
._<_.__ withstan_ the high entry pressure and G-loading. Effective
,_; _.,',_, kg/m3/:., _ hollowed out densities of about 577 (36 ib/ft 3) can be
used (compared to a density of 1442 kg/m 3 (90 ib/ft 3) for the
-i/" solid carbon phenolic). Shallow entry into the warm Saturn at-
" mosphere represents the worst case heat shield condition and
" results in a heat shield where the dense carbon phenolic is about
1.27 cm (0.5 inches) thick and the hollowed-out carbon phenolic
," / thickness is about 1.65 cm(0.65 inch). This limits the bond line " ._:F
(
._ .., -53-
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temperature to 427"C (800°F) for a non-jettisoned heat shield
concept. The second candidate consists of solid carbon phenolic
backed up by a honeycomb reinforced low conductivity ablative
material to provide insulation performance. For this heat shield
concept, a carbon phenolic thickness of about 1.27 cm (0.5 inches)
r _ is required together with an insulation thickness of about 0.8 cm
(0.33 inches). _
Table 4-12 presents results of heat shield sizing calculations
for variations in probe shape, atmospheric model, entry angle, bal-
listic coefficient, and planet for candidate heat shield concepts.
The probe sha-es are shown in Figure 4-3.
4.6.2 Jupiter Entry i '
IThe Pioneer I0 flyby at Jupiter has provided an improved es-
timate of the ephemeris and the atmosphere of Jupiter. Both
of these factors have contributed to a reduction in the entry ,_
_ environment for the outer planet probe.
_ Prior to the Pioneer i0 flyby the uncertainty in the position
_ of Jupiter resulted in an entry angle that ranged from -15 to -30
deg. With the improvement in the ephemeris, it will now be pos-sible to target the probe near the skip-out boundary, about -5
,__ to -7 deg with a 3_ dispersion of 0.5 deg. The shallow entry
_;%o angle reduces both the loads and heating rate. A reduction in
_-_ loads results in a smaller weight fraction for the aeroshell and
internal support structure and also eases the qualification and_'_,,_ '12-" accepta ce testing of the probe and its equipment. Furthermore,
:_ :"_,_,__i_ a shallower entry angle reduces the heating rates and narrows ,
the gap between the actual environment and the environment that
J
can be simulated in a ground test facility. Probe surface heat-
_" ing rates are now comparable to Saturn/Uranus environments and
_. $ bounded by Earth entry R/V experience. The penalty for shallow .
angle entry is the longer heat pulse and resultant thicker heat
shield requirements. This is a small price considering that now _
a state-of-the-art heat shield material like carbon-phenolic can
i _ _:_ be used with i
• ";i_:_ an adequate safety margin. }_
. -54-
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4,
.12su_on9rcti nBalhst,c Entry Heat Bondhne AblatorCase Planet Atmos. "y (Deg) Shape Coef. Velocity Shield AblatweMatel_al Temp. Thickness \(g/cm2) VE (km/cm) Concept (°R) (Inches) -_
Stagnation Point
1 Saturn Cold -50.6 C1 14.9 30.4 Sandw,ch C-P 4746 0.30 _,!_]_
1880. 0.40
2 Saturn Co_d -19.6 C1 14.9 28.2 Sandwich C.P 3811. 0.30 _
1603. 0.50 °_
r
3 Saturn Warm -19.6 Cl 14.9 28.2 Sandwich C-P 2843. 0.45
2308. 0.50 J_
4 Saturn Warm -50.6 C1 14.9 30.4 Sandwich C-P 3464. 0.30 ° _';
1997. 0.40
5 Saturn Nom. -50.6 C1" 12.1 32.0 Sandwich C-P 2670. 0.30 '\
1711. 0.40
6 Saturn Nom. -19.6 C1" 12.1 32.0 Sandwich C-P 3161. 0.40
2050. 0.50
11 Saturn Cold C1 14.9 30.4 Sandwich Carbon 2644. 0.70
14 saturn Cold -50.6 C1" 12.1 28.2 Sandwich C-P 1600. 0.50 _'
18 Saturn Cold -19.6 C1" 12.1 32.0 Sandwich C-P 3521. 0.40
19 Saturn Nom. -15.0 C1 14.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. C-P 2460. 0.374
21 Saturn Nora. -40.0 C1 14.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. C-P 2460. 0.273
24 saturn Cold -40.0 C1 14.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. C-P 2460. 0.453
25 saturn Cold -15.0 C2 14.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. C-P 2460. 0.354
31 Saturn Cold -40.0 B 15.8 32.0 Semi-lnf. C-P 2460. 0.724
33 Saturn Nom. -15.0 B 15.8 32.0 Semi-Inf. Silica 2460. 0.453
35 Saturn Nora. -40.0 B 15.8 i 32.0 Semi-Inf. Silica 2460 0.308
37 Saturn Nom. -15.0 Cl 14.0 I 32.0 Semi.Inf. Silica 2460. 0.447 ' /
41 saturn Nom. -40.0 C1 t4.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. Silica 2460. 0.321
43 saturn Nora. -15.0 Cl 14.0 32.0 Semi.Inf. Silica 2460. 0.473
45 Saturn Nom. -40.0 Cl 14.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. Silica 2460. 0.358
46 Uranus Cold -49.4 C1 14.9 26.3 Sandw=ch C-P 3737. 0.60
1990. 0.65
47 Uranus Warm -39.4 C1 14.9 26 4 Sandwich C-P 2541. 0.40
1666. 0.50
49 Uranus Cold -24.4 C1 14.9 23.4 Sandwich C-P 1933. 0.70
51 Uranus Nom. -25.0 C1 14.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. C-P 2460. 0.272
53 Uranus Nom. -50.0 C1 14.0 3;'.0 Semi-Inf. C-P 2460. 0.207
54 Uranus Cold -25.0 C1 14.0 31.0 Semi-Inf. C-P 2460. 0.430
56 Uranus Cold -50.0 C1 14.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. C-P 2460. 0.438
63 Uranus Nora. -25.0 B 15.8 32.0 Semi-Inf. Silica 2460. 0.338
65 Uranus Nom. -50.0 B 15.8 32.0 Semi.Inf. Silica 2460. 0.257
66 Uranus Cold -25.0 B 15 8 32.0 Semi-Inf. Sihca 2460. 0.365
68 Uranus Cold -50.0 B 15.8 32.0 Semi-Inf. Silica 2460. 0.333
73 Uranus Nom. -25.0 C2 14.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. Silica 24F_ 0.346
74 Uranus Nom. -50.0 C2 14.0 32.0 Semi-Inf. Silica 24_. 0.265
Body Positron R = 0.634 RB
32 Saturn Nom. -15.0 C2 14.0 I 32.0 Semi-Inf. Teflon - 0.582
42 Saturn Cold -15.0 B 15.[, 32.0 Semi-inf. Teflon - 0.9261
*Probe radius is 17.5 inches ;:.
,, L,:_
'it
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Data reduction following the Pioneer I0 flyby has permitted
a narrowing in the range of model atmospheres for probe design.
The pre-Pioneer 10 models were based on a nominal model atmos-
phere with a hydrogen to helium ratio of 6.5, a cold-dense model
which yielded the peak load and peak heating rates had a ratio
; f of 2.2, and a warm-expanded model atmosphere which resulted
in the greatest integrated heating had a ratio of 15.2. Based
cn the data returned, the expected Jupiter atmosphere ranges
from the nominal model to the warm-expanded model.
Both the improved ephemeris which permits a shallower entry _.
angle and the elimination of the cool-dense model atmosphere
contribute to the reduction in loads and heating rate. Thus,
the severe pre-Pioneer I0 loads and heating rates that character-
ize Jupiter entry and provide the criteria for the design of a
"common" outer planet probe were eliminated. It is shown in Table
4-10 that Saturn and Uranus entry now yield the maximum entry ./
_ loads and that Uranus entry results in the maximum heating rates.
t! •
_. It is the warm-expanded model atmosphere that yield the greatest
_ integrated heating, and it can also be seen in Table 4-10 that
--""" Jupiter entry sets this design requirement.
Therefore, it is possible to design a common Jupiter/
."-_._ Saturn/Uranus/Neptune from the viewpoint of loads without in-curring significant penalty. For a 113 kg class probe, the heat
_, ,_.i shield penalty for maintaining a common outer planet probe
"A' ?_, design is about 45 kg for a Jupiter probe. If, however, it is
i"__ ." desirable to increase the scientific payload, or extra launch
'_ ."_._ weight is not available, then it may be more efficient to have a
uniquely designed probe just for Jupiter.
I
Aeroshell Structure I
' '" | The parametric information shown in Figure 4-15 is also I_
_I applicable to Jupiter entry. It can be seen that the _ "_
I I;' aeroshell weight necessary to satisfy entry into Jupiter/Saturn/ ;_Uranus/Neptune mission does not exceed about 7 kg. _ '_
-56- t
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Aeroshell Heat Shield
Tauber, et al (Reference 17) have examined the entry environ-
ment and heat shield requirements for Jupiter entry over a range
2
of atmospheres and probe sizes and weights (i00, 250 and 500 kg).
The low end of the weight scale essentially represents the smal-
lest feasible instrumented vehicle, the mid-range represents
the entry vehicle payload limit for the Pioneer-type spacecraft " _
and the high weight was the maximum entry vehicle payload capa-
city projected for the JPL thermoelectric outer planetary space-
craft (TOPS}.
Heating rates experienced during entry into Jupiter exceed
present day experience by more than an order of magnitude and
potential heat shield problems such as particulate removal, spal-
ling, thermal stress failure are very difficult to assess. Such
effects are neglected in the analyses which generally assume
orderly thermochemical ablation characteristics. 1
_ Typical peak-heating rates for two locations on a 60 ° half-
_ angle cone are shown in Figure 4-19 as a function of entry angle.
The maximum rates are entirely due to radiation and are lower at
_ the stagnation point because the shock layer is thinner (small
:- initial nose blunting is assumed). As expected, the heating rates
_._ increase rapidly with steepening entry angle leading to a desire
_,. to limit entry angles to values below -30 °.
' ,'", "_ " % - 60° LOCAT,ON'
_;_._._ 80 L 85- 15aim 500 _._ / _/J_AFT ENOOFcoNEFLANK
T
,.o
0 -30 -60 -SO ;}_.,;'
_'s'_ , ;', _._,
, Figure4-19. MaximumHeatingRates- JupiterEntry
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The degree to which existing heating simulation facilities
fail to meet the required conditions for Jupiter entry is illus-
trated in Figure 4-20. The typical entry trajectories shown
result in combined radiative and convective rates which are
frequently an order of magnitude higher than can be presently
simulated. To proceed without such tests would require accep-
' f tance of higher mission risk. _
EXISTING HEATING SIMULATION CAPABILITIES
AND JUPITER ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
I i i I I i i i i I i ,
• ..:Y.:_'.<,_
, ,, i_:_
•"/ "-%\. b'...-.
• r- ,,..UHT,.,,_ / [__:;',
• / - I_:_
t./ "'"I _
HIGH TEMPERATURE-HIGH PRE_URE ARC
:. "2"*. :' _\'_N'_NNNNNN_NNNNNN",IN\N"_ I I I j , I I
'" ":_ • :- o.1 I ,0 ,_
• ' " _ • , _ CONVECTIVE HEATING kwlcm 2 AT STAGNATION POINT
• " -' • , -%1
Figure 4-20, Existing Heating Simulation Capabilities and Jupiter Entry Requirements
i" The choice of 60 ° for the cone half-angle minimizes the re--" :' quired heat shield mass fraction. This can be seen from Figure -.
; 4-21 where mass fractions are presented as a function of cone _,:_
I•. ' -58-
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half-angle for different entry angles. A significant increase
in cone half-angle beyond 60 ° can increase the shock layer
thickness resulting in increased radiative heating and increased
heat shield weight requirements.
0.6 1 ' ! I I
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__ Figure 4-21. Variation of Heat Shield Mm Fraction with Cone Half-Angle
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The probe ballistic coefficient (mE/CDA) affect_ the heat
_:_." shield mass fraction as well. This is illustrated in Figure
, ; 4-22 which shows that the heat shield mass fractions increase
significantly as the ballistic coefficient drops below i00 kg/m 2.
''&_ A comparison between the heat shield mass fractions required "{
for Jupiter entry and those for the other outer planets is shown
:'__'_ in Figure 4-18. At low entry angles, Jupiter mass fractions "_
are about three times higher while at the steeper entry angles
• ', the Jupiter mass fractions are about double those for Saturn.
: This implies that the heat shield weight required for the Jupiter
;" :' entry probe is about three times that required for the baseline _
,_ " Saturn/Uranus/Neptune probe design. Consequently, the heat <_"
1.
2';
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shield weight penalty for Jupiter is approximately 45 kg (65 lbs)
using a graphitic ablator design concept.
+ i+_,
+-_+'_'ii Reflective heat shields offer the possibility of reducing:+" the required heat shield mass fraction below hat associated
/:+++_:++++
;,._i ++- with graphitic ablators. Materials such as Teflon, Boron
• +i+'+.'%+' Nitride, Quartz and others are under active consideration. How- i
+++_,_+,++_+++'-- ever, reflective heat shields represent an advance in the pre-
sent state-of-the-art for heat protection systems and will re- +
• quire substantially more development and testing before their
"" effectiveness can be fully assessed• The gains possible for
_' _ Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are modest; for Jupiter, a major
A improvemenu would b_ o£ _L_ value. +.,._+
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4.7 Thermal Control Trades
The design of the thermal control system over the entire mis-
sion requires a distinct approach to each separate mission
r _ phase• During the pre-launch phase, conventional shroud cool-
" ing using circulated N 2 gas will be employed. Near Earth, dur- . _I
ing ascent and parking orbit, the entire spacec£aft is protected
from the brief ascent heating pulse by the shroud; and the re-
mainder of the ascent and Earth orbit phase are of very short
duration and are similar tD the interplanetary phase.
The interplanetary tra.._sit is characterized by ever decreas- •
Iing solar flu_ as the spacecraft recedes from the sun as shownin Figure 4-23. The probe is mounted in the shadow of the
large Earth comunicatio_s dish, where it receives no direct
thermal input from the sun, _nd thermal control is achieved
/,
by covering the probe with ahigh performance multilayer insula-
tion blanket to reduce heat losses and by making up these small
_ losses internal heating. Both electrical and radioisotope
by
heaters have been considered for this function. Probe thermal
contro_ can also be augmented by providing electrical heaters
on the probe attachment points powered from the spacecraft RTG
_ and by providing high thermal conductivity paths into the probe
, ? • at these points.
,'-_._. During the 20-35 day autonomous probe flight phase, the probe
'_ _' z' _ must provide its own source of thermal energy to make up heat
._ i_:_ lost through the multilayer insulation blanket. The solar
_" i_ flux input, now able to reach the probe, is very low at any of .0
_ the target planets (SeeFigure 4-23) and is largely rejected by
._ _ the multilayer insulation blanket. The size and weight of a
u , .
; battery required to support electrical heaters during this
phase (20-35 days} is prohibitivr: but radioisotope heater units _
i_., (RHU's) can provide the required heat at a reasonable weight. _
;' -61-
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i
AS the thermal performance of the multi-layer insulatiox
blanket is improved, the RHU heat input requirements are reduced.
The thermal performance of the blanket is a [unction of its de-
sign, material selected, thickness and fabrication technique.
The information utilized in conducting the probe thermal control
trades is shown in Figure 4-24. As indicated on this fi_Jre,
I
Mt t tH|AIML ¢ON?J_OL TglADll if_,s
"'- TOTAL MAT|ItiAL ¢1=11
2xx •
10
4 II li 10
I1 III4_JM/iTT i
, J_'_. Figure 4-24. Thermal Control Trades
''_. the minimum weight combination would require 9 RHU's and a 0.4 cm lJ
,,} thick insulation blanket; however, the cost trade suggests a
-," _2 smaller number of RHU's. The baseline design was selected as
4 RHU's and a 2 cm thick insulation blanket.
%
; ; About 40 minutes before entry, the 30-watt main battery
•" " hea_er i_ activated for 30 minutes to raise the battery and, by
• 't conduction, other internal equipment to acceptable operating '_
i
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temperature levels. Pyrotechnic devices for accomplishing this
heating were not evaluated in the reference studies, but may
present an attractive alternative from standpoints of weight
and required power.
°!
During the atmospheric entry phase, the multi-layer insula- _
tion blanket quickly burns off and the probe heat shield provides
protection against the severe entry heating pulse. Communica-
tion testing of this is required. Thermal energy stored in the
aeroshell structure and heat shield during the entry phase tends
to offset the cooling effect of the planetary atmosphere during
the 30-minute to 1 hour descent and the heat shield also provides
insulation against the cool planetary atmosphere. Internal ther-
mal dissipation of the electronic payload, primarily from the
power amplifier, yields about 80 watts during the descent phase.
,!_. As a result, from entry thermal energy, component generated
__ heat, the cooling by the atmosphere, and the insulating proper-
_' ties of the heat shield, very little temperature change occurs
within the probe during its data gathering descent through the
_ _tmosphere.
1,4:
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5.0 BUS SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM DESIGN TRADES !_
Many of the probe design features and trades (Section 4) _
' have an impact upon the choice of bus and upon the bus design
modifications which must be made to accommodate the probe. • _
There are also significant differences in probe design which
result from the selection of the supporting bus. The probe \
mission can be supported by either a spinning bus (Pioneer
class) or a 3-axis stabilized bus (Mariner class). Each of
these has significant advantages and disadvantages. The major
trades are showr, in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1 Major Bus/Probe Trades
PIONEERCLASS MARINERCLASS
LaunchVehicle TITANIIIE/CENTAUR/ TITANIIIE/CENTAUR/MJSPROP.MOD.
TE3644 SHUTTLE/CENTAIR/BIIor ./SHUTTLE/45.000lb.AGENA/BII
;'_' RelayLinkCommumcat=ons Lo-GamBusAntenna LowtoModerateGemAntennaUHFor
,._."_ 400MHzFrequency LBand_' Separation Sl_nningProbeNo,,Zero ProbeSpin-UpRequiredbutSmallAngleofAttack ZeruAngleofAttack
Mounting Center-Line ParalleltoCenterline
• _ 5.1 S_stem Configuration Trades
:!_ The Pioneer class spinning bus for outer planet entry mis-
_ sions has been studied by TRW (Reference 8). The modifications
" _ to the Pioneer F and G spacecraft required for these missions
: _"" will be discussed in subsequent sections. The overall Pioneer
•-_ "._'_" bus launch weight (exclusive of bus science and the probe
itself but including the modifications to support the probe) is
estimated at 323 kg (710 ib). The Mariner class 3-axis stabil-
ized bus has been considered by Martin-Marietta (Reference 3)
"" and Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Reference 2). The modifications
to the Mariner J-S spacecraft will also be discussed in subse- _-
quent sections, The overall Mariner bus launch weight (exclu- __: :{,-
sive of bus science and probe) estimated at 639 kg (1405 ib).
_ -65-
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Estimated performance data for four launch vehicle configu-
rations are shown in Figure 5-1. These launch vehicle options
are :
_f / LAUNCH VEHICLE/BUS TRADES
IqONEER & PROBE _,
_ _- TitlE/CENTAUR/TE_44
P
. _.,,,_.T.O.....ooIW • .
"_ _,__-.- MARINER & PROOE
i: 120 _" SH/CENTAUR/I_II
• iF-
o-¢I._" IN -
I_CTED_iC_T _ _
. ,._ Figure 5-1. Launch Vehicle/Bus Trades
)#
, _,-_, (1) Titan IIIE/Centaur/MJS Propulsion Module; (2) Titan TIIE/
...... Centaur/TE 364-4 (2300) ; (3) Shuttle/Centaur/Burner II (2300) ;
:/__t_': "_]:,. and (4) Shuttle/45000 lb Agena/Burner II (2300) . The perform-
_ ,,,_-_ - _ ance data shown assumes a 343 km (185 nm) parking orbit. The
" '_ __'_", ,_:°\;'|"_!__ injected weight includes the spacecraft, probe and adapter.
The weight of the Pioneer class bus with a 114 kg (250 Ib) probe
and the weight of the Mariner class bus with a similar probe are
, . as indicated on Figure 5-1. The difference between the injected
_" ' _; weight capabillty of a particular launch vehicle combination and
,, the bus/probe weight is available as growth margin or for the ! _ _-addition of bus science for a flyby mission. ;.;__;
-66-
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The launch energy (C3) for minimum energy trajectories to _
each of the five planets for a variety of different missions i_
are listed in Table 4-1, Section 4.1, and the range of values _i_
, is shown in Figure 5-1. A C3 of 107 km2/s=c 2 is representative
of the 1979 Jupiter-Uranus-Neptune opportunity and a C 3 of 140
km2/sec 2 is representative of the 1980 Saturn-Uranus opportunity. % 4'_
The injected weight capability for each launch vehicle combina-
tion for each of these opportunities is shown on Figure 5-1.
\
\ .
For probe targeting and planetary encounter, the choice \
between probe maneuvers, bus maneuvers, or a combination of
each is predicted upon communications geometry, planetary qua-
_ rantine philosophy, dispersion sensitivity, ease of implementa-
tion, and operational constraints.
The planetary quarantine requirements that the planet under
_4 investigation be protected against inadvertent contamination by '/
Earth organisms is usually taken as a restriction against tar-
1 geting the spacecraft to impact the planet or its atmosphere at
__ any time during the mission. This approach requires that the
entry probe make at least some of the required maneuvers at
,_,.._"• separation; that is, the bus must always be targeted for a safe
m
_ flyby distance from the planet and the probe trajectory must
_ be deflected to intercept the planetary atmosphere. The addi-
" _: tional complexity of adding the necessary -Dulsion and thrust
'_ _I vector control (usually a moderately high _De spin rate which
_ _ must be reduced before entry) capabilities to the probe when
these features are already incorporated in the bus has been
overriding. In addition, probe mission success is much more
_., : sensitive to the targeting disnersions resulting from maneuver
_: implementation errors _han is bus mission success.
The magnitude and direction of the velocity increment (&V) _
necessary to accomplish the bus retargeting maneuvers varies ._'_'
with specific mission design but generally lies between 65 and
., %
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iI00 m/sec. The timing and bus attitude maneuver sequence neces-
sary to proper AV application depends largely on bus operational
r constraints; i.e. whether a spin-stabilized or 3-axis stabilized
bus is utilized. In order to minimize the propellant necessary
to provide the required AV, the loss of the Earth lock must be • --_i
an acceptable condition during the maneuver. For the Pioneer,
the bus retargeting maneuver must be made without losing space-
craft communications lock with Earth; requiring the maneuver to
be made less efficiently. For Mariner, there are no constraints
on thrust vector orientation. Consequently, the spacecraft can
be positioned to provide ideal entry conditions for the probe at
, zero angle of attack. The probe is then spun up, released, and
the bus retargeted to conduct the deflection maneuver in a single
thrusting operation.
i
5.2 Bus/Probe Integration
, _ The integration of the probe with the spinning Pioneer class
5 1 bus and the 3-axis stabilized Mariner class bus results in sev-
eral operational differences.
_'_"' For the Pioneer class bus, the probe must be mounted on the
_["i'_" bus axis at the lower end of the bus when it is in the launch
";_'_,"_i.I configuration (as shown in Figure 5-2). The axisymmetric mount-
.. _ ing is essential to maintain the bus spin orientation both before
{:_- and after probe release. During interplanetary transit, the# -. " i
-_ _"_ probe is in the shadow of the large Earth oriented communJ ca-
/ tions antenna. At probe separation, the bus may not make an !_
.i attitude maneuver to release the probe. The spinning proi_ is, _
therefore, released in a non-zero (however quite small) angle Ii
.: of attack attitude and must be designed to accommodate the re- 1
sulting angle of attack at entry. I
. I /
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|
_'_ Figure 5-2. Probe on Pio.eerBus
; _i_:; The 3-axis stabilized Mariner class bus allows ,,ore flexi-
bility in mounting attitude as shown in Figure 5-3. The probe i
_" would be mounted on the lower end of the spacecraft, in the |
launch ,-onfiguration. However, it need not be mounted on the
bus axis. In fact, the t_robe is mounted on the anti-sun side
of the bus, off the centerline but parallel to it. During in-
_ :_ terplanetary transit, the probe is similarly in the shadow of
the large Earth directed communications antenna. At separation, .
the 3-axis stabilized bus would make an attitude maneuver to .A_
release the probe and the probe can then be released in a zero ,"
-69-
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i
angle of attack attitude. However, before or after release,
the probe must be spun up to maintain attitude stability through ;
the long autonomous probe coast phase.
r Several of the subsystems on each of the bus spacecraft must ,_',,
be upgraded and/or modified to support the additional require-
ments imposed on the bus by the probe as shown in Table 5-2. .,_ _,_
Table 5-2 Requirements of Probe on Bus
(1) Structurallysupport114kg (250 Ib) probe.
(2) Separateprobefrom busmproperattitudeandat
minimumt=poffrates- mechanicalandelectrical.
(3) Providepowerandcommandfunctionsto fire
pyrotechnzcsfor (2). ,,
(4) Commandprobefunctionsandproberelatedbus
_ functionswhileprobeisattachedto bus.
(5) Acceptprobetelemetryvia hard-lineorrf link.
(6) Chargeprobebootstrapbatteriesduringinterplanetary
cruise.
(7) Contlol andsupplypoweradaptermountedto probeelectric
heaterswhileprobeison bus. _,/
(8) Controlprot_,taigetingbeforeprobeseparationand
deflectbustn properlyphasedflyby trajectoryafterseparation
Pioneer Class Bus
:_ The propellant tank must be enlarged to 56 cm diameter to ?
_ accommodate the increased propell_nt required by the larger mass
I
_ Jr_._ and moments of inertia of the bus and probe spacecraft configu- ;
.,'_ ration and the additional AV requirement to deflect the bus to
a properly phased flyby trajectory after the probe is released.
./_ One radial thruster must be added for the post probe-separation /
maneuver and for the post-Saturn maneuver or post-Jupiter man-
• euver on multiplanet missions. The propellant lines and heaters
•.'. must be modified to accommodate the larger tank and added thruster.
i The thermal control system must be modified to add probe in-
terstage heaters and insulation for probe _hermal control. The :;
equipment compartment insulation and louvre design must be -_ i_:
changed to account for the probe and interstage shadowing of
-71-
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existing reflecting surfaces and to allow for the addition of
probe related equipment on the bus.
A new interstage structure must be added to carry and sepa-
,r
P_-- rate the probe and to transmit spacecraft loads around the
probe to the launch vehicle adapter• The structure of the bus , A_
F
must also be modified to acconuuodate larger RTG power sources
and to balance the larger RTG's by ballasting the magnetometer
boom.
The communications subsystem must be augmented by the addi-
tion of a relay link antenna, receiver and data storage. Also
an X-Band driver, transmitter, waveguide and switches must be
added to improve the bus-Earth communications link. The high
gain Earth Antenna feed must be modified to include a dual S-X
Band Feed and the S-Band receiver must be modified to provide
a coherent S-Band up link and X-Band _own link. The data handling 'I
_ _ formats must be modified to include probe data and probe data
_'i buffers must be added. The command system must be modified to
• :_ | accommodate probe commands and bus commands relative to probe
/_ functions.
._ The power system must be modified to accommodate larger RTG's
• _ which allow charging of the probe bootstrap batteries and which
i i can supply increased power to communications subsystems. The
_ _ spacecraft battery and its related charging equipment are also
_"_,_'I replaced.
"_ The weight impact of the required modifications is about
113 kg (250 Ib) in the spacecraft and launch vehicle adapter.
!
_ Mariner Class Bus
, Modifications to the Mariner class bus to support the entry :-
probe requirements are relatively minor alt_houg_ several are /j._:
-72- 1
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required. The basic MJS space:craft must add propellant to the
_S system to support the lon,._er durati¢:, mission and perform
the bus deflection maneuver. While the tank volume is more
than adequate to permit this, the impact on the design is opera-
v tion at slightly higher tank pressure and blow down ratio•
However, the ACS tank must also be moved slightly forward and
.
outboard to provide clearance for the probe support struc-
ture. The spacecraft to propulsion module adapter must be
slightly enlarged to provide adequate clearance for the probe•
There are essentially no modifications requir for communi- _
cations or thermal control. Since the data ban .ng syst_ ._
will be changed to support the requirements of new flyby science,
' changes to support the probe data requirements are easily accom- -
modated. In fact, the probe data rates are so low they represent
a very minor impact.
The relay lir,k will necessitate incorporation of the receiver
and attention to configuration and size of th-= relay antenna•
Mariner can accommodate either a UHF or an L-Dand link. Depend-
_ ing on choice, the antenna could be either a Jow or moderate gaini fixed dish.
;__i'_'"._'J The demands on the Mariner power system tc_ provide power for
/._. thermal control during cruise, periodic health checks, probe
_ battery charging/discharging, pre-separation checkout and arm- •
! ing of the proh _. ordinance are well within the capability with-
;_-i__: _ out any increase in size or number of RTG's.
_, Mariner mvqt be modified to provide capability to spin-up
"_ the probe prior to release• However, direct adaptation of the
_.. Pioneer probe adapter and release mechanization can be accommoda-
ted with the addition of a small motor to Perform the spin-up• -
_ _-
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class bus is approximately I0 kg (22 Ib) in the spacecraft and 1
launch vehicle adapter hardware and 20 kg (44 Ib) in fuel. +:+
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6.0 PIONEER SATURN/URANUS PROBE FROM PIONEER VENUS (PV) PROGRAM
This section presents a summary of the results of the Ref-
r erence 12 study and a series of private communications with the
Hughes Aircraft Company Pioneer Venus Program Office relating the
Reference 14 study to the outer planets probe. Th-• Reference 12 . _
study's objective was to define a common PS/U probe, compatible
with the outer planets science objectives, using designs based
on existing hardware from the Martin-Marietta Pioneer Venus (PV)
Program and/or to assess the effect of modifying their PV hard-
ware designs to make them compatible with outer planet missions
requirements. An iterative study was conducted using nominal
atmospheric models which resulted in a "baseline" and an alter- ;% |
native probe configurations. The study was later to consider the
cool, nominal and warm atmospheric models and a "final" probe
_ configuration was defined to meet the worst case atmospheric )_
models. This section will summarize only the "final" configu:'a- ""
tion of the study. The Appendix A su_nary charts present a con-
venient comparison of this probe and those configured in other
outer planet missions studies.
.... The Hughes Aircraft Company data reflects an evaluation of
the application of their Pioneer Venus hardware now under de-
/_[ velopment toward the outer planet probe.
_-_'_ / ;_I 6.1 Science Objectives and Instruments _
: _" The science constraints, basic science objectives and in-
_..... _% strument complement are essentially the sam_ as shown in Tables J
_ • 3-3 and 4-4 here_. So_,e differences from the baseline probe
•_" of Section 3 exist in the characteristics of the particular
_ / instrument equipme%t selected with regard to weight, volume,
i power, data rate, etc. The PV science instruments can be used, -
with modification, for the Saturn/Uranus missions. Table 6-1
• summarizes the instrument availability and modifications required
_ _ for the SU missions.
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TABLE 6-I 1
SCIENCE INSTRUMENT AVAILABILITY I
ii {
(
Instrument PV Source Remarks i
/ ,_ Nephelometer Large or Small Probes No Modification
- pPressure Gauge Large or Small Probes No Modification
(103 to 107 N/m 2)
Accelerometers Large Probe Modified Range
(10 -2 to 400G} (10 -2 to 600G)
Temperature Gauge Large or Small Probes Hodifled Range
(200 ° to 850°K) (40 ° to 450°K)
Neutral Mass Spec- Large Probe Modified for Mass -
trometer Range (I to 40 AMU).
(1 to 254 AMU) Porous plL;g leaks
. replaced. Vent tube /
/_ added for outgassing.
_ v Repackage to fit probe.
_t_, i Possit)le replacement of
ion pump system for
,_, helium.
_, : Alternate sources
_'_C possible.
,.._-+:., • 6.2 _
;_% Figure 6-1 is a cutaway pictorial of the Martin-Marietta probe
:, : , concept and its major subsystems. The mission sequence of events for
: this design is the same as that shown on Figure 3-4 herein, with the i ,
addition of the staging event for Jettison of the probe nose cap after
" entry t_-,expose the science instrument ports (Figure 6-2). This stag-
,', ing event may present an attractive compromise to the conflicting re- !
quirements of ballistic coefficient/weight/reliability as discussed Zn [ _" -
i
/ Paragraph 4.2 herein. This configuration should be among _hose evalu- } . _
ated in the advanced development programs recommended in Pa,-agraphs _ "_ _
,, _'_] 7.1 and 7.4. Figure 6-3 presents geometric and ballistic information
1
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i
. _ - Pyro Thrusters (3)
_. Forebody Heat Shield
---_--Nonmetall_c Tner_nal Barrier
f'r_ssu_ Inlet --I
I _Neutral Mass Spectrometer Inlet
Figure 6-2 Nose Cap Jettisoning System
_ Rb
-- \ ._ /c.g, i
--E-_ntry = 5.75%
Descent = 6,90% /_
i 6-3 Probe Deceleration
Figure System
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with regard to the probe deceleration system. No deployable
devices are required for aerodynamic stability or to control
rate of descent.
Figure 6-4 shows the Pioneer Venus probes presently being
, developed by Hughes. Many of the subsystems are directly applic-
able with little or no modification
LARGE PROUE SMALLPROBE t_"
_AFT COVER, l
FAIRING
Figure 64 Exploded Views of Pioneer Venus Large and Small Probes
(Not to scale -- Large probe actually twice size of small probe)
.._.,.?.._, .,:. -i ,, ........... , ..,-.. ..--- .... .,, ,_ .... - , ' --mllilimml
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6.3 Electrical/Electronic Design _,i_,_
t
The communication requirements on this probe are summarized
in Section 3.0.
Table 6-2 summarizes the hardware source and availability
for th_ _lectrical/E1ectronic Components based upon the Reference
12 Martin Marietta Study. Table 6-3 summarizes the hardware • _
source _zd availability based upon the Hughes Reference 14 Study.
TaMe 6-2 Hardware Availability for Electrical/Electronic C_mponents-MMC
Electrical&
Electronic PV Commonality
Design orOtherSource Remarks
DAT.,_A
DigitalTelemetryUnit PV,EitherProbe Minimalmodificationto replace /
two programmedROMs
PowerControlUnit PV,EitherProbe Modifycoasttimerdecodinglogic.
Replace6 programmedROMs.
SignalConditioner PV, Either Probe No change.
PowerControlUnit PV,Ei,'herProbe Updateunijunctiontransistors.
_- Modify wiringto add29.4 m/sec2
' '_-' Battery NewDesign& 5uild Existingtechnology.
" " COMMUNICATIONS
..., \,_ Transmitter PV,EitherProbe Modifiedfor frequencyand
_,> modulationchange.
',_'_ Antenna PV,EitherProbe Modifiedfor frequencychange.
;i' ._,' GENERAL
Switch_ PV,EitherProbe Change49 m/sec2 (5 G) switchto
0.98 m/sec2 (0.1 G).
Add29.4 m/sec2 (3 G) (decreasing)
switch.
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P p Table 6-3 Hardware Availability for Electrical/Electronic Components-HAC
/
ELECTRICAL& P.V.COMMONALITY OR
ELECTRONICDESIGN OTHER SOURCE REMARKS "_ 4_I_
COMMAI_D& DATA
Command/DataUnit P.V.. EitherProbe ReprogramROM. Increase
memorystoragecapacity
Command Output Module P.V., Either Probe No Change
Pyro Control Unit P.V., Either Probe P.V. unit is modular; no change
Acceleration Switches P.V.. Either Probe No Change
POWER
Power Interface Unit P.V., Large Probe No change or remove unneeded t
_, fused circuits |!Battery New Based on P.V. High-G Technology
Current Sensor P.V., Either Probe No Change
COMMUNICATIONS
• Transmitter New Based on P.V. solid state modular _;
_._'- concept; modify for fPequency change.
_:!_ Antenna New P.V. Antenna has hemispnerical coverage.
' "_: The structural and mechanical requirements on this probe
;_-'% _ are also summarized in Section 3.0. Table 6-4 summarizes the
o_, _,._, .,:_.; hardware source and availability for the Structural/Mechanical
• " _I Components based upon the Reference 12 Martin Marietta Study.: _ Table 6-5 sumznarizes the hardware source and availability for '
"' the Structural/Mechanical Components based upon the Reference
,. ' _ 14 Hughes Study.
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Table 6-4 Hardware Availability for S_'ucturel/Mechanical ComponenU-MMC
Mechanical &
Structural PV Commonality
Design or Other Source Remarks
CONFIGURATION PV, Small Probe Use aeroshell tooling.
AERODECELERATOR & PV, Small Probe Use aerodynamic test data.
t / AERODYNAMICS
HEAT SHIELD New Design& Build Existing technology. ,_ j_
MECHANISMS
Pin Pullers Viking, PV No modification.
Bali-Lock ReleasePins TRW Programs,Minuteman No modification.
Cable Cutter PV, TRW Programs No modification.
Pyro Thrusters Hi Shear No modification.
THERMAL CONTROL
Isotope Heaters Pioneer Spacecraft No modification. ,
Thermal Blanket Pioneer Spacecraft No modification.
Foam Insulation Saturn II No modification.
Argon Gas Assembly New Design& Build Existing technology.
STRUCTURE
Aeroshell PV, Small Probe Modified for largerdiameter.
Remaining Structure New Design& Build Existing technology. /
I
Table 6-5 Hardware Availability for Structural/Mechanical Components-HAC
j. '_' STRUCTURAL AND P.V. COMMONALITY OR
;_¢,,_, MECHANICAL DESIGN OTHER SOURCE REMARKS
-'_I_ CONFIGURATION/AERODYNAMICS P.V., Small Probe Use P.V. Aero. Test Data
_ ,_':'=_ HEAT SHIELD
. _ Material P.V., Either Probe No Change
_ _,_ " Insulation Military Programs Existing Technology
*t,_ : Aeroshell P.V., Small Prove Larger Diameter
: Equipment Support F.V., Small Probe Minor Modification
THERMAL CONTROL
.. Isotope Heaters Pioneer No Change ;
Thermal Blanket Intelsat IV, etc. Configuration - Dependent
• , Internal Insulation P.V., Either Probe Configuration - Dependent
" • _: MECHANISMS P.V., Military Programs No Change
. +
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6.5 Conclusions _i
These studies conclude that there exists approximately 85% L_
commonality between the hardware being used on the Pioneer Venus ii
probes and the hardware which would be used on a probe designed . ,_
to accomplish the first-order science objectives through entry ,\_
into the expected range of environments at Saturn and Uranus. • _
With few exceptions, the remaining equipment is available either \
\from other programs or new designs based on existing technology.Additional economies appear to be obtainable by incorporating the
Saturn/Uranus requirements into the PV equipment design -- with
little or no cost or performance impact on the PV Program.
/
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7.0 KEY TECHNOLOGY ELEMENTS
During the conduct of this study, and the assessment of the
work of prior studies, several areas have been identified which
should receive priority attention in the subsequent phases of
'!
the design and development of the Probe. This section provides
• _a summary of these key technology areas. Not all of these ele-
ments are discussed in the body of the report
7.1 Verification of Aerodynamic Descent Configuration
The baseline probe concept should be exposed to detailed
design and model testing to refine and verify its suitability
for the data gathering missions into the varied planetary at-
\
mospheres. Advanced development work is suggested for examining
the pivotal issues on the entry and descent configurations.
Among these is the evaluation and verification of ballistic co-
_<_,_ efficients and stability in the outer planet atmospheres and to
_i investigate associated aerotherma] and operational sequencing
, problems (instrument exposure and deployment, requirement for
" staging, etc.) The overriding objective would be to eliminate
-_/ or at least to minimize, the need for staging sequences. Wind
;_. tunnel testing is suggested as a screening process to assist in
_ selecting the most aerodynaur "cally promising configuration for
._._. more comprehensive investigation. If found to be neces_ry,
-_; follow-on activities would include obtaining performance and
'' _i "I stability and control information on the use of various aero-i'_'_'_)/_ dynamic devices (ballutes, parachutes, etc.)
7.2 Selection of Bus Concept
..... This study, and those conducted previously, considered the
. _ spin-stabilized bus as represented by the Pioneer i0 configu-
ration, and the three-axis stabilized bus, as represented by
the Mariner J-S configuration. Because of the considerations of
_ -84-
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probe separation, probe thermal control, bus deflection maneuvers
after probe separation, relay link communications, and weight, it _
is recommended that detail design activity be initiated to: _?++
o Establish the Pioneer and Mariner _esign modifications +_'
o Investigate alternatives to minimize the weight, power
and st_system impacts of these modifications
• _+
In parallel with the above, a design concept study is recom-
mended which would seek to configure a three-axis stabilized bus,
lighter than the Mariner, from existing, space-qualified hardware.
7.3 Long Shelf Life Battery
The baseline power subsystem for the probe represents a
compromise of the requirements for short term high power drains,
long texm low power drains, and high peak currents (for pyro-
technic initiation). In addition, lifetimes up to eleven years
and decelerations up to 750 GE must be considered. NASA has i
_+_J been advanced activities in this field
_" the Ames Research Center, the Goddard Space Flight Center, and
conducting development at
"_+ - the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in advanced battery material de-
velopment, improved cell and cell components and in the develop-+ +_ ment of long life batteries. An assessment is recommended of
_ _ the current state of NASA battery developnents and the applica-
_ tion of these to the baseline detail probe design. Detail of
+-'.i.++-'_', battery configurations for this probe should be initiated and
' +__ +_ would consider:
_+ %.--_ o separator materials
.... _ o plate composition
o volume (to contain residual gas) _ ,
o fill mechanism
A verification test program including wet stand life and decel-
+ eration tests should be a part of this activity.
-,,+,
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7.4 Insk'ument Inlet Design
A primary mission science objective for the outer planet probe,
independent of the planet of interest, is the examination of the
planetary atmosphere. In-situ measurement of the atmospheric
r f composition and structure will contribute significant information '
concerning the solar system and planetary evolution. The neutral
mass spectrometer and the pressure transducer require direct _ _'
access to the atmosphere. Of primary enjineering importance to
the accuracy and success of these instruments is the design of
the inlet ports. An RTOP project is recommended whose results
will contribute significantly to the Probe design and the Pioneer
! Venus program. Beginning with the technology established by PAET,
Viking, and advanced development projects at Goddard and Ames, a
J
detail design and verification project is suggested. This pro- I
ject should evaluate inlet port locations and designs with the
objective of minimizing the chance of sample contamination from
._ heat shield out gassing or ablative products. The inlet design A
_ must also minimize the problems of mass discrimination through
.... absorption, chemisorption, and condensation of the gas sample
• on the inlet system surfaces. Laboratory models of the inlet
system concepts should be tested in simulated planetary atmos-
•. ; .... pheres to provide data for detail design specifications. This
• . 4
_ project may lead to variations of inlet design as a function of
"'_' the planet of interest (i.e. heaters, pumping, etc. as a function
• of gases to be measured.)
i_9 _. In paragraph 7.1 a project is recommended for detail design
-- and verification of the probe descent configuration with the
' primary objective of establishing a design which eliminated or
minimized the staging sequences. Retention of the entry heat
4
shield influences the inlet designs and their locations. These
-!
projects should be conducted in parallel with an interchange of
_. design and trade-off information.
i_ :_ -86-
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7.5 Atmospheric Composition Instruments
In conjunction with the inlet design study above, a continu-
ing evaluation of the basic science instrument development status
p and suitability should be conducted by NASA. For example, the _tl
mass spectrometer may fall short of a gas chromatograph for ob-
taining data in light atmospheres whereas for gasses such as N 2 . _
and CO 2 the mass spectrometer may be satisfactory. The neutral
particle mass spectrometer cannot distinguish between molecules
and compounds that have the same atomic mass. There are two
schemes that could help to resolve this problem. First, use of
a gas chromatograph would make a unique unambiguous determina-
tion of the atmospheric composition. The main disadvantage of
the gas chromatograph is the long process time. A second ap-
proach takes advantage of the vapor pressure fractionation of
the atmosphere. With this approach, certain constituent gases
of the atmosphere are frozen out. In this manner sufficient
b
_| mass composition data is available to help unravel ambiguities. /
_ I This scheme is dependent upon the ability to process enough
. data at the various cloud levels.
_,_ 7.6 Heat Shield Verification
j_ The selection of a baseline heat shield in this study, and
i!_ previous studies, has been based on the performance data of heat
' _ protection systems demonstrated in laboratoly tests and Earth
_' reentry vehicle programs (NASA and USAF) The heating environ-
" _% ment which must be survived for successful entry into the atmos-
k
_ pheres of Saturn and Uranus extends the state-of-the-art dem-
onstrated to date. Heat shield advanced development effort should
continue in the evaluation of available materials in simulated
environments. Particular attention is suggested in conducting
material characterization tests using a number of atmospheric
compositions and combined convective and radiative heating loads.
This key technology ar_a also identifies the need for test fa-
• cilities capable of simulating the expected entry conditions. _ ....
J
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The ability to test in these conditions is prerequisite to the
development of new materials tailored to provide maximum heat
protection per kilogram in the outer planet environments. This
program should be conducted considering the ultimate goal of
Jupiter entry.
/ A_
7.7 Micrometeoroid Protection D_
The definition of activity required in this area will de-
pend in large measure on the results of data from Pioneer 10 and
Pioneer ii. Preliminary assessments of Pioneer 10's flight
through the asteroid belt have indicated existing specification
models of micrometeoroid flux to be conservative. Analysis of
Pioneer i0 and Ii data and its impact on the baseline bus and
probe subsystem design is appropriate.
7.8 Planetar_ Sterilization
_J The z_quirements of NASA document NHB 8020.12 were not con-
.._ sidered iu detail in this study or in any of the prior probe
_'_" system studies. Nevertheless, the next phase of program planning
and design of the outer planet probe should consider the provisions
,_ of this document and its impact on planetary mission designs (bus/
_ probe targeting), bus systems, and bus/probe manufacture.
J_i 7.9 Shelf Life of Probe Electrical and Mechanical Equipment
_ A major design concern for the outer planet probe is success-
:_'% _!_ ful turn-on and operation within specifications of all equipment
" _ This concern is associated with all hardware programs, but Is
particularly seveze fo_ the outer planet probe due to the ex-
tremely long shelf-life requirements. Outer planet missions
have flight times that range from 1126 days (_3 years) to 4074
days (_II years). To this must be added about one to two years j
for the time from initial sub-assembly fabrication with subse-
quent integration into subsystem hardware until the laurch date. }/: _<-
I
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Therefore, the bounding shelf life times can range from about a
minimum of four years to a maximum of about thirteen years after
_hich time the equipment must operate without anomaly for about
sixty minutes. An assessment must be made of the equipment design
specifications that are necessary to achieve the equipment re-
r.f : liability requirements to satisfy the outer planet mission success
goal. , _'_
7.10 Planetary Position Refinement
From the viewpoint of reduction in the outer planet probe
heating and loads it would be valuable to reduce the uncertainty
estimates in the planetary positions. This points to the value
of continued telescopic work to refine the ephemerides of the
outer planets, particularly Uranus. At present, the targeting
requirements for Uranus, based upon the current ephemeris, set
the design boundary for the "common" outer planet (Saturn-Uranus)
probe. With better defined ephemerides, the width of the design
_-:._:_._'_ entry corridor can be reduced. An increase in the entry angle
_ _ on the shallow entry angle side of the corridor will reduce the
integrated heating and resultant heat shield fraction. A de-
crease in entry angle on the steep entry angle side of the cor-ridor will reduce the heating rates and loads. Reduction in
' 7_ heating rate will provide greater confidence in the heat shield
._.:_ design, and a reduction in loads will reduce the aeroshell
, structure and internal support struct_v ,_'_ig_t fractions and
'"''_:- also reduce the level of exte_si_e _.,_.'..':',_,ent and testing of
:_,_ equipment.
I
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APPENDIX A
This appendix contains summary charts of information
and data assimilated and used during the conduct of this " _
study. They are based on the various studies conducted for
NASA in the past (as referenced on the charts) and are pre-
sented for the information and use of the reader in comparing
the characteristics of the major subsystems studied for probe
missions to the outer planets.
I
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f Char_-m'icda of _ _ Imlrumentsf
/ /=, ..... ,
,., fj l.+.,.T +<>
# lllL; T g.li
---- At,>-/;
Temperature Sensor
Range *--oK 100-400 100-400 50-350 50-500 i 40450 40-190
Weight _ kl 0.45 0.45 0 45 0.35 I 0 32 0 45 0 32
Votume _cm 3 426 409 426 115 1 98 426 197
POw_" _wittS 1.4 1.5 14 10 I 0+5 14 0.2
llits/uimple 10 7 10 10 I 8 10 9
,_,;Imple interval --sec 3-5 3.5 3-5 50 I 24 3-5 1/5 km
Bit rite - b_tslN¢ 1.7 - 3.3 2 1.7 - 3.3 0.2 I 0.3 to 0,5 17 - 3.3 "-
Prel4_re S_sm
Ra_las _bar 5xl0-2-1 0-1 5x10-2-I 0.1-29 I 10-2 - 102 5x10-2-1
1-30 1-13 1-30 1-30
1 Wmght _ k9 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.2 I 0.45 0.68 0.36
Volume _cm 3 246 - 246 192 I 115 246 262 )
,,:, _ Power _wetts ! 3 2.0 1.3 1.2 I 0.5 1,3 08
_/, Bits/sample 10 7 10 10 I 8 10 9"_ t Sample interval _sec 3-6 3 5 4 50 J 24 4 1/5 km
;_..._-" -,_.. Bit rite - I_tilse¢ 1.7 - 3.3 2 2,5 0.2 I 0 3 to 0 5 2.5
' _. ",_1_ Accelerometer TrIKI
Range- Longltudmil G E 10-2-1600 10"2-1600 10"2400 0-800 110 .2 -800 10-2-250
Ridge - Literal G E -+125 10"2.25 -+125 -+10 I - -+125 -
If- Weight _kg 1 55 1.55 1.55 0.3 1 13 1 55 0.!_8
,- yI_'M Volume cm3 916 - 916 101 656 916 492
• . Pov_r _watts 2.8 2 0 2.8 2 0 2 3 2 8 2 0
• " Botslsampll - entry 30 10 30 1017 40 30 27
• ,/_' - descent 60 60 60 10/7 40 60 27
" Sample interval, entry-see 0.14) 4 0.1/0.2 0 1-0 4 0.2 0.2
,k_ 50 J 24 0 1-0 4 01
"l_ - de_t-lic 8"15 10 8-15 8-15 ll5km
7 OIt rite - entry-bl_ 100-200 IrK) 100-200 50135 100 11200 270
- detcent-I:z_ 4-7.5 , 50 4-7.5 0.2/0 14 1 7 to 2 1 4-7 $ -
_, Neutral Mass Spectrometer
,,_. Range _ MU 140 1-40 1-40 1-40 I 1-40 1-40 1-40
Wetght _ kg 5.43 5.45 5 43 6.4 I 9.07 5.43 6 4
**" _" _' - Volume _crn 3 6756 5834 6756 8197 I 9830 6756 6555
: _' ] Po_r _watts 16 16 16 II [ 14 16 12
Type Ouidropole - Ouadropole Ouadropole l" Quadropole Ouadropole
8m/taml_e 400 463 400 5706 I 6400 400 290
Sample interval _ sec 30-70 40 50 405 I 400 50 I25 km
Bit rite - _ts/_ 6.14 11 6 8 16 I 16 8 -
Pressure limit _barl 13 13 13 - - 13 -
Nephelometer
Wezght _k 9 I 13 - 1 13 05 1049 - 091
Volume _cm 3 1312 - 1312 427 I 524 - 1311
Power _wltts 3 3 1 2 I 1 2 - 3
8itsl,m_ple 10 - 10 58 I 43 - 18
Simple inte_al _sec 3 - 3 30 I 12 - 1/5 km
Bit rate - I_tsisec 3 3 - 3 3 2 I 3 6 - -- , "
• OuiKIropr_le _r Magnetic sector Anliyzer
:J
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